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THE 164TH INFANTRY NEWS 
Vol. 48, No. 2 July, 2007 
Flags of Our Fathers-for Real! 
Woodrow Wilson Keeble 
( Co I, 164 ) will receive a 
posthumous Medal of Honor 
for acts of bravery while assigned 
to the 19th Infantry Division 
during the Korean War. 
President Bush signed the 
authorization in May, 2007. 
Details will be in a future issue. 
Two sons of the 164th 
have shared flags honoring 
the service of their fathers' 
generation in WWII. This Co E 
guidon has made it back to North 
Dakota by way of New Jersey, some 
62 years after it was carried in the 
South Pacific. The guidon was donated 
to the 154th Infantry Association of the 
United States by Dominick Amoroso, Jr., 
son of Pfc. Dominick F. Amoroso, Sr., who 
served in Co E from 1943-1945. The senior 
Amoroso's signature is on the Japanese 
flag below, submitted by Edmond J. 
Colbert, son of Pfc Dolphus "Doc" 
Colbert, who served in Company E 
from late 1943 to 1945. This flag 
carries the signatures-names & 
hometowns-of the men of 2nd 
Platoon, Company E. See 




MORE NEW MEMBERS* FOUND ON THE AMERICAL WEBSITE 
REMEMBERING DOLPHUS COLBERT, Company E 
~ · , '\'- _ , . I found a phot_o of m~ f~t~er 
· ~- , ;§r,;~ 1 with the America! D1v1s1on 
• - · ''4.')' ------- patch on his shoulder and 
started to research where he 
had been during WWII . He 
served in Bougainville as a 
first scout and used a 
Thompson machinegun (taken 
from a fallen Msgt killed during 
his first day of the war) ... to 
help him stay alive. He said if it 
weren't for that Thompson, I 
~ · would not be here today. He 
received the Bronze Star 
during that campaign. 
After leaving the Army, Dad 
THREE GENERATIONS of Colberts in Uniform: went into the US Air Force 
C~nter: 1:'hen-1 LJ1 Edmond J. Colbert, USAF, w_ith T-~8 Talon supersonic jet trainer, during Korea, served in Viet 
Right: Airman 1 Class Ryan Colbert, Texas Air National Guard Nam, and retired in 1969. He 
passed away Dec 7th, 1987, from the effects of agent orange (he was a maintenance chief in Operation Ranch 
Hand, drenched in the stuff from the C-123 spray aircraft based in Saigon). 
I submit this to you with respect and 
reverence to those who served in this superb 
Army Division. I hope perhaps someone can 
email me with any memories or stories about 
my dad. We are losing these heroes by the 
thousands. I served as a pilot in the Air Force 
and my son is presently in the Texas Air 
National Guard --3 generations! 
i'...A.....U-r.........-...-....... -.._~ .. 
Also .... a funny story .... there was an attack on an 
airfield next to where Dad and his company were 
camped for the night (not sure which island). Dad 
was stretched out on a hammock between two 
trees. (It was a very hot and sticky night). When 
the bombs began exploding and big 55 gallon 
fuel barrels were torched and flying sky high, 
everyone headed for the bunkers. Dad tried to 
unidentifiectbudd.ieswith extricate himself from the hammock and instead it 
captured Japanese machinegun 
twirled into a cocoon and trapped him for the duration of the attack. 
Afterwards, his buddies finally rescued him. Luckily, he was not injured .... only his pride. He did get to see the 
whole show up close and personal though. 
God Bless .... Capt. E.J. Colbert 2105 Reflection Bay Dr, Arlington, TX 76013, thunderfive@tx.rr.com 
Editor: After Ed sent me a copv of his f/aq and said he had contacted one of thf:J auvs a couple of veais ~qo, I 
started searchiriq ori the internet to see if we could locate anvone else. I searched for WWII records in the 
National Archives· for name confirmation, date of enlistment, home state, and vear of birth. Then did ·other 
searched lntellius.com, Leqacv.com, and Gooqle to match that information to addresses, obituaries, and aqes. 
Then I emailed the possible phone numbers to Ed, who would phone to explain how and why we found them! 
It was really exciting to find the 164h veterans and families listed on the next few pages!! _ 
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owned by Dolphus Colbert, Company E (submitted by son Ed Colbert) 
MEMBER who signed the flag! 
Harry G. Ballo "Memphis, TN" 
2729 Charles Bryan, Bartlett, TN 38134 
FO UNO!! Guys who signed the flag! 
FOUND!! Normand 0. Belisle, "Woonsocket, RJ" (joined) 
16 Greene St, Apt 310, Woonsocket, RI 02895 
FOUND!! Willard Chauvin, "Raceland, LA" 
Box 103 Mire Lane, Raceland, LA 70201 (985) 447-7732 
FOUND!! Joe Gabaldon, "Albuquerque, NM" 
364 601h St NW, Albuquerque, NM 87105 (505) 836-5247 
Assigned to Amphibious Tank Unit supporting the 1641h 
FOUND!! Lyle Holmes, "Vernal, UT" 
645 E 4000 S, Vernal, UT 84078 (435) 789-3307 
FOUND F AMIL y of guys who signed! 
Found! Dominick Amoroso Jr, 7 Hawk Ct, Howell, NJ 07731 
Son of Dominick F. Amoroso, NJ Last Roll Call 25Aug87 
Found Bruno Bilotta, 355 Nahatan St, Norwood, MA 
Cousin of Bruno Bilotta, Norwood, MA Last Roll Call 2000 
Found! John Fryer, 206 F.M. 488, Fairfield, TX 75840 
Son of Jim S. Fryer, Fairfield, TX Last Roll Call 9Feb94 
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LAST ROLL CALL obits found. 
Odell Beasley, Lansing, MI - Last Roll Call 29Jul01 
Francis P. Tighe, Roxbury, MA - Last Roll Call 5Jul04 
Not Found/No Leads 
Thomas Adams, Boston, MA no hits 
Al Betz, Nazareth, PA many possibles 
Rex (Dalm us) Cockrell, Sy lvanna, MS possible relative 
Leon Cozare, San Diego, CA 
Bill "Zoot" Crosier, Steubenville, OH 
J. Sam Daly, Lancaster, KY possible 
Robert Delgadillo--no address on flag 
Lopez Draper--no address on flag 
Mike V Garcia, Casa Blanca, CA (147 Michael G's in CA) 
1st Sgt. Harold Gillson--no address on flag 
Stephen P. Grunde??? Can't read name on flag 
James Griffey--no address on flag 
Leonard I. Hayes, Phoenix, AZ no leads 
John D. Jackson--no address on flag 
Joseph L. Jarrett, Thorpe, WV possible relative- no response 
Lincoln L. Johns, Phoenix, AZ phone disconnected 
George Kraus, Maple Shade, NJ 
William Kroman, Chicago, IL 
Dirck Vreeland, New Haven, CT no leads 
3 
FOUND!!! NORMAND 0. BELISLE, Co E 






names and original 
residences on the back 
·• of each photo. Hope it 
helps. These 3 photos 
and a Jap flag are all the 
mementos I have left. 
Everything else is lost. I 
think you contacted me 
thru Ed Colbert from 
Arlington, TX. I sent him 
these same photos. I 
cannot identify anyone in 
the photos he had. 
Enclosed is my check for 
$1 O for dues payment. 
Again, thanks. Sincerely, 
Normand 0. Belisle, 16 
Greene St, Apt 310, 
Woonsocket, RI 02895 
From Ed Cofbt;";e~rti-": -·~ ~ ~ !!!!!!!!~~ ;;;~~!!!!!!!~ ~!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!~~~ 
', The photos & letter A note from one of the guys in the above photo: 
· from Mr. Belisle are ANGELO "Champ" CIAMPOLILLO 
wonderful! Now I I was so glad to hear from you in your 21 
know what Bruno Mar 07 letter with the photo of a Japanese flag 
Billotti looked like. signed by members of Company E. I don't 
He was close to remember signing it, but I do remember when the 
Dad. I also sent group photo [sent by Normand Belisle] was taken. 
these to Mom ... she In fact, I have a copy of it in my "family" album. 
was flooded with I appreciate the time and effort you took to 
unlocked memories get in touch with me. It's great that there are still 
long-forgotten about some of us alive and kicking. 
another soldier in the I would so much enjoy being a part of any 
photo by the updates with my buddies. Please involve me in 
basketball hoop.... any further correspondence. I do not have email, 
Jennings was dad's but you can reach me the address below. 
best friend but never Thank you for your service to our country. 
signed the flag. That is because (as told by Dad) a grenade Proud member of Company E, 
landed in the foxhole that both he and Dad were occupying 1641h Infantry, America! Division 
--the grenade went off--Jenning's body shielded Dad from Angelo J. Ciamnolillo 
the blast. He was mortally wounded and died in Dad's r 
arms. Dad planned to visit Jenning's mother who lived in 499 Sumner St 
Ada, Okla, to tell her the circumstances. Mom said he East Boston, Mass. 02128 
never followed through ... ! guess it was too painful for him. 6H-567-9143 
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FOUND FAMILY! REMEMBERING PETER G. DONATI, Sr., Co E 
Editor: It's wonderful how one thingleads to another! After receiving the group photo from Normand o. Belisle 
(previous page), I found Peter Donati, Jr,jn Renton, WA. I gave flim a call to explain how I foundhim, and 
then emailed him a picture of the Co E flag and the photo from Mr. Belisle. In the records from the 164 
Archives at UNO, I also found the General Order awarding Peter Donati, Sr, the Purple Heart Medal. Here's 
the·wonderful story I received from Pete, Jr: · .· 
Hi Shirley, Thanks for sending the information on my dad. I talked with my mom about our conversation and 
how nice it was talking with you. She was quite touched. I forwarded the picture of my dad to her, my sister 
and to all three of my kids. They all were very happy to receive the picture. 
My mom verified with me the day that picture was taken was the first day she 
and my dad met. She and her parents had taken the trip from Seattle to Renton, which 
. is about 20 miles to visit my grandmother's mom. It turns out, my grandmother's brother 
who was my mom's uncle was best friends with my father. The day he was discharged, 
which was the day the picture you sent to me was taken, my father went to see my great 
uncle and that is where he met my mom for the first time! 
I also remember my other grandmother, Assuntina Donati, telling me of the day 
my dad was discharged and came home. She told me that she was standing at her 
kitchen sink when the kitchen door opened behind her and she heard her son say, "Hi 
Mom!" She spun around, saw him, and immediately fainted. Luckily, he was moving 
towards her and caught her. When she opened her eyes, he was holding her in his arms and smiling at her. 
She must have told me that story a hundred times and I never once was tired of hearing it!! 
y_. The PURPLE RU.RT waa a.warded to tM follcnring _ _,.rs Wlder ~ 
Genera'! Qrdera,. ~rioal DiTiaion., APO 716,. lP.«., for b&Ti.ng b4Hln W'OW:lldied 
in &Qtion agairult the enemy at Boui•ilrrtll•, S0l01a10Z1 l•l•D!1•. 
Pfc Peter G. Dona ti SP2~877' Co I 
I spent most of my days before I was school age staying with my grandma and grandpa Donati after my 
dad passed away in 1957, at age 33, from a heart ailment. They were very kind to me, always. Even as a 
young boy, I remember being aware of my grandmother's sadness as she spoke of her son, my dad, Pete 
Donati. To the day she died (at the age of 94), I believe she never got over his premature death. 
Upon my dad's return from the war, he i~iMYSERiALNUMBER-- ··· -- · --·;39203877------------·-·-··--···-······ 1 
went back to work at a car shop called NAME-.----. - -- -----·- ·-· --- -~ [)oNAn#PITER#G --·-·--- ---~ ----
W1ll1ams and Swanson where he became the ·RESIDENCE: STATE·=~=~===-= w~I8i"~G.i~~:.. __ -=:-=.·==:==~=-=~-:==--= 
shop foreman, until the time of his death. He :RES-iDENCE: _COUNTY ----- ·--- .... KING _ -------------·------------------·-
enjoyed hunting and fishing and had just 'PLAC:E_ QF ENLISTMENT ---·--· -·- SEATTLE_ WASHINGTON _____________ _ 
started up an automobile service and gas , ENLISTMENT DAY 12 
station with his Brother-in-law wb hedre. _he ! ENLISTMENT MONTH :03 · · · 
worked on the weekends. I rem em er riving i ENLISTMENT YEAR ;43 ____ · --·· ---·--------- ~ 
by t1here ak~it later in lifetan1k~ alw~tyhs seeting my '<;RADE:· DESIGNATION ________ :Private ___________ ·---------·-·----·~ unc e wor 1ng on cars, a mg WI cus omers '.GRADE~-·coDE ______ .. . :Private : 
and pumping gas. 'EfriANCH: DES-IGNATION · · ;N b · h · t 
One Of the th·1ngs that have always ,. -- - -- - - - --- . i O • ranc assig~men -------------·' 
iSOURCE OF PERSON-NEL :civil Life , 
wanted, is to see a movie of my dad actually 'NATIVITY WASHINGTON ! 
moving. I have only seen still pictures of him ·----------·--+----------------------! 
!YEAR OF BIRTH :23 1 
and would really like to see how he walked, !RACE AND-CITIZENSHIP !White citize_n _______ ; 
what his voice sounded like, things about his . - - -·· - - ---- - -- . -------------;-----'..1-----------------------1 
personality, his likes and dislikes, etc. I will :EDUCATION _____________________ ~4 years _of high_school _____ , __________ j 
write to the person who sent in the photo ;cIVILIA~ g_c:_C:!:)_l'Al10N ________ fUTOMOBILE _Serviceman ______ i 
... maybe he will remember something. ;r~,.~~!T.L\J_ s,::ATUS - -----i~I1.9~1- ~i!J:l_q_ut _g__~e_endents _____ . __ ; 
Thanks again .... God bless you! Pete fO_l".'1.P.9.~E_NT_Of __ .L\RMY 2.~lecte~?_(~!:JJ_isted Mel}) ______ _ 
If anyone remembers Peter, Sr, please contact Peter, Jr., at 17637 162nd Place SE, Renton, WA 98056, 
phone 425-271-1555, email p.donati@comcast.net 
Other WWII Company E guys who are members of the Association: 
MICHAEL C BEATINI, 39 HIGHLAND ROAD, MONTVALE, NJ 07645-2013 mabeats@worldnetatt.net 
EDWARD F COLLINS, 2421 CRESTLINE RD, PLEASANTON, CA 94566-5306 
STANLEY GADOMSKI, 13 CREE DR, OXON HILL, MD 20745-1214 
LOUIS JHANSON, 304 16TH ST SW, JAMESTOWN, ND 58401-5424 
ZANE E JACOBS, 2075 MARIPOSA ST, SEASIDE, CA 93955-3316 
WILLIAM G KIKER, PO BOX 5404, ABILENE, TX 79608 
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FOUND FAMILY! REMEMBERING DOMINICK AMOROSO, Sr, Co E 
Editor: I had found a posting from Dominick, Jr, on the America/ website a couple of years ago, and had put a 
short notice in the July 2006 News. When I saw the name on the Colbert flag, /emailed him a photo of the flag 
and the Colbert story. The timing was right-Dom said it was the best Birthday Pre!;,ent he ever got. 
Dad passed away on August 25, 1987 (massive Heart attack). Dad had told 
me he was a sharpshooter he'd be sent out to pick off Japanese Officers. I have 
the pictures of the Japanese Officers he killed-two look like generals, other 3 
look like Lt's. He has a medal (I guess it means expert) in rifle, mortar, machine 
gun, and has a lapel pin with a cluster around a rifle (Combat Infantry Badge). 
Also I understand he was wounded (not bad enough to come home). No report 
was made out as he did not want my grandmother to know. He also came down 
with malaria. We are very proud that he earned the Bronze Star Medal. 
ARMY SERIAL NUMBER 32912715 
Jffifil AMOROSO DOMINICK F 
RESIDENCE: STATE NEW JERSEY 
RESIDENCE: COUNTY HUDSON 
PLACE OF ENLISTMENT NEWARK NEW JERSEY 
ENLISTMENT DAY 15 
ENLISTMENT MONTH 04 
ENLISTMENT YEAR 43 
GRADE: DESIGNATION Private 
GRADE: CODE Private 
BRANCH: DESIGNATION No branch assignment 
BRANCH: CODE No branch assignment 
TERM OF ENLISTMENT duration of the War 
SOURCE OF PERSONNEL Civil Life 
NATIVITY NEW JERSEY 
YEAR OF BIRTH 23 
RACE AND CITIZENSHIP White, citizen 
EDUCATION Grammar school 
CIVILIAN OCCUPATION Shipfitter 
MARITAL STATUS Single, no dependents 
COMPONENT OF ARMY Selectees (Enlisted Men) 
I looked at the draft Co E pages--on the Belisle page, I 
saw he name Angelo Ciampolillo, which is also on 
my father's Japanese Flag (photo at right). His 
address was Boston, Mass. Normand Belisle also 
signed it and lived in Woonsocket, RI. 
PS: You already have all 
info on dad when you put 
out the ad in the164th 
paper. He didn't talk 
about the war very much. 
L: information from the 
WWII National Archives 
http://aad.archives.gov/aad/ 
I will donate the Co E Platoon Flag (guidon). I would like 
something to say Donated in Memory of PFC Dominick Amoroso. May 10, 2007 
To the brave men of the 164th Infantry Co.E 
America! Division. I proudly dedicate the 
Co. E Infantry Flag in memory of my father 
Pfo Dominick Amoroso to be displayed at 
annual reunions, and at time of discretion 
be placed in the 164th Inf. Archives at the 
Unv. OfNorth Dakota. 
If anyone remembers my 
father or can identify his 
friends in these photos, please contact me! 




Dominick Amoroso Jr. 
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FOUND!!! PHOTO MEMORIES FROM HARRY G. BALLO, Co E 
Below right is a list of names that are printed on a Japanese flag owned by Mr. Ballo. They 
are noted on the flag as being Killed In Action (KIA). 
Below: 2na Platoon, Company E 
Harry G. Ba/lo, 2729 Charles Bryan Rd, Bartlett, TN 38134 (Bartlett is a suburb of Memphis) 
- ~~~= ---























Editor: One of the things I noticed as members of 2'0 Platoon, Company E sent in photos and information for these 
pages is that the majority names begin with A thru J, with a few L & M's, and only a smattering of N - Z's. Does anyone 
remember if replacements were assigned to certain Platoons or Companies based on last name? 
Another observation: although the flag on page 3 contains no North Dakota names that late in the war (1944), the ND 
svmbo/ is verv orominentlv drawn under the America/ oatch. The North Dakota influence was still sianificant. 






- .-1?7~ eJ ~ -- -~£;4.; ~ - ,---- · - - -_ -_:_,, _  . .-
-__ . . -EDWARD.;-~{ ·. ,.·.-.. ·.-.· ... _ ..'- -- ·-•-_":',_•} 
At right, 1 SG Bartz and his 
grandson, Kevin, 
who graduated 
with a Doctorate. 
May, 2007. 
The Flag ... 
Bartz is 3rd from left. One of the guys might 
/2/f,:,::, P/~ V/ ;,v,r-/.L-b--
t:P/Y P#T~L. /A/ ,#1/~fr,,V..?'~ 
f'#/t-1?.I'/~- HhY, .;~~~ 
/f//l'~u":$ e:,/ ~,P-//C~ 'f';- ~E,A/ 
& r ~ - e: P;, ;L,.,y'Zl?" / .,;,.,,F. ;!:? .ezT. 
r';h:'S (!" us-~-;;, a::,-,,.-,,~;- p-/t a~ 
be Sgt Tom Byrne (not the tall gu 
.- - , -~' ">. ,'I' '~.-~· C •; ., •·,J, ~--~ : ·~ -~ . .:.-· ,:' 
Ji.-1 ,11 //J,'P' 7V . C/'1-U ;Jl!!i:) ~,.;v/ ,,c; , 
c,.,,._ ;t>7: ,./P#~ ;;Y.. ~..&'"/, Cd. eo.--z -l'A'.,:., 
C,-P-;,,r(Y ,;&,co.,,.-, tfj~,v ,tt/,:J, L)Ako74 
Editor: I conducted the same internet 
searches for this list of Co M names that I did 
,)j {orthe Colbert CoE f/aq, but with siqnificantlv 
. ~! less luck I found only ONE and 2 associates. 
t: 
~ LAST ROLL CALL for signers 
Benjamin Braddy,"Tarrytown, GA" 23Feb01 
Leonard Palubicki, "St Paul, MN" 17Mar04 
Mark J Schroeder "E.G.Forks,MN" 20Apr02 
-..-....· "'"· 1 Everett F. Stenmann, "Tustin, Ml" 3Jan03 
Mindanao, Philippines. They're all holding pineapples. 
We took over the Del Monte plantation & airfield. FQUNDII 
Cpt Tuff is on the right--does anyone know the others. ..A signer!! See Pg 9 
Lawrence Renner, Almont, ND 
FOUND! Family Associate Members of guys who signed the flag 
Long-time Associate Members Edith, William, & John Tuff are the wife & family of Capt John H Tuff. 
Edith resides at 212 8th AVE W, APT 109, W Fargo, ND 58108. I gave Edith's address to 1SG Bartz, and they 
have corresponded. 
New Associate Member Tia Schwartz is the granddaughter of Paul Latozke, who passed away this spring, 
during the search for the Company M flag signers. Unfortunately, we just missed him. Obit & more on Page 27. 
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Japanese Flag Found on Patrol, May' 45, Co M 
M Fl N ... ·. •· ./~1 ore... ag a mes ;. r::~::-... r?:,1· jr 1 Clarence Ahlers, Clearwater, NE ;"c' . ..... ~··· /(, · ·. · · 
Gerald Ameller,Waukesha, Wis . .~;;";f~;;~f.'v,.,_.~. ·' . + 
Harold N Barber, Clearwater, FL ~ · .. ""'~~i~1~1;;,"' f 
Joseph Badmarski, Mpls, MN ' -i,. · 
Howard Bliem, Pottstown, PA : -~ ·' 1' ,. . . .. ~ 
Sgt Thomas J. Byrne, NY, NY . ; ~-.1&· - -,l 
George Cantrell.Hazel Green, AL . v-, .. ~ t 
Joseph Chamachio,Trenton, NJ . ;~ - /![ _,_· 
Richard J Coughlin, Awsonia, CT .w .; f f 
Joseph M Dahlen, Mekinock, ND " -..~ •. - > -
Jack L DeDeaux,Birmingham, AL ~ 
Norbert (?emch~k, Detroit, Ml , • ~..;?,-•.\\~ · · 
John D F1tzpatnck,Marblehead,MA ~, · -:;- ~~-
P.A. Fonda,Johnstown, NY .• -~- ·1-· ~ 
Jesse D. Garza, Dallas, TX · @ ""' 
R.H. Gere, Kingston, NY 
Steven Glass, San Francisco, CA 
Hubert Green, England, Ark 
Geo R. Hassinger, St Paul MN 
Roland Kaminski, Detroit, Ml 
Chester E Keith, New Orleans,L 
Lt George Kmetz,Yonkers, NY 
Hank Kuchynski. Cleveland, OH 
Dave "Dutch" Lawyer,Albany,NY 
LeRoy L. Miles, Eirena, OK 
Bruce B Mink, Knoxville, TN 
Virgil Morgan, Fort Payne, AL 
Hugh B Mulligan.Rye Beach, NY 
Anthony Murino, Bronx, NY 
Earl R O'Neil, Brunswick, ME 
Rleoch E. Neagle, Hillsboro, TX 
Howard Nelson, St Paul, MN 
Charles Penrod,Johnstown, PA 
Rafael Pinero,Juncos,Puerto Rico 
Stan Plisowski, Kansas City, MO 
Joe W Price, Jefferson, KS 
Robert Quede,Torrinqton, WY 
Tom Richardson, Manpa, ID 
Herbert Rocha, Chicago, IL 
William L. Ross, Rich Hill, MO 
Lloyd D. Rucker, Long Beach, C 
Manley B. Seymour, Arlington, VA 
Sanford Shapkin,Portland, OR 
Jack Shaffer.Muncie, Ind 
Orland Shirk, Grand Forks, ND 
Stanley Sobolewski.Chicago, IL 
George Taylor,Wellston, OH 
Stephan Tripoli, Brooklyn,NY 
Richard J Ulrich, Redfield, IA 
George "Pop" T. VanKirk, OH 
Don VanMeer, Marshall, MN 
Joseph Venskus, Maspeth, NY 
Robert C Winker, Flint, Ml 
Clifford E Young, Cherokee, OK 
FOUND!! Lawrence Renner, Almont, ND 
Lawrence says he doesn't remember signing the 
flag since, he said slowly, "That was a LONG time 
ago." His separation papers indicate that he was 
an Ammunition Bearer for 1 month (as a PFC), an 
81 mm Mortarman for 4 months (Cpl), and spent 
10 months as an MP in Japan (SSgt) during his 
overseas tour from 13Apr45 - 17Sep46. He 
earned a Combat Infantry Badge during his time in 
the 1641h heavy weapons platoon. His MP unit in 
Japan was Co D, 7201h MP Battalion. 
Lawrence and his wife, Goldie, celebrated 
their 601h wedding anniversary in February, 
2004, just prior to her passing in April, 2004. 
His daughter Many Ann says he was thrilled 
to get a photo of the Co M flag, 
and she helped gather his 
photos and separation papers, 
for this article. ; 
Right: Lawrence in front of an 
old Japanese aircraft frame. The 
photo with the youngster was 
taken either in the Philippines 
or, more likely, in Japan. 
His address is 209 Margaret St, Afrnont, ND 
58520 Phone (701) 843-7722 
Readers: Do you have signed flags or rosters from any Squad, Company, or Battalion of the 
Regiment? These rosters are valuable tools to relatives seeking information about their soldier's 
service. Please send copies to your Editor for the News, as well as inclusion in the reference files. 
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REMEMBERING CLARENCE SLAIS, Anti-Tank Company 
Editor: When I found the Bronze Star award order for Clarence Slais at the 164 Archives at the University of North Dakota 
· Special Collections last February, I sent him a copy. I received this Jetter & info from his daughter. 
Unfortunately, he passed away on 25 Mar 07, before he could see these pages in the News. 
Please find enclosed a picture of my father from when he served in the Army during WWII. 
There is also a picture of him when he turned 90 last June. There is also a copy of a poem he 
received from a friend while he was overseas. We also have a water color someone had 
copied from a painting and gave to dad, it is signed Jose Tr. Alcosebal-45-P.I. 
Dad had been at the Bethel Lutheran Home ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
in Williston since September : MOTHER AMERICA 
2005. We had really never : [Refrain from "God Bless America"] 
-";;:-,o,,,"" gotten to hear much if anything :while the storm clouds gather 
about dad's days in the war, except of the many :Far across the sea, 
days they were stuck in foxholes and he being •Let us swear allegiance to a land that's free. 
fired upon and taking cover under a truck where :Let us all be grateful to a land so fair 
he hit his head during an explosion. He has :And as we raise our voices in a solemn prayer 
said, "It was a hell hold of a place to be!" / : 
never knew why dad received the Bronze Star Medal, so you have :[Then ... ] . . 
shed the light on that for me. Thank you! Sincerely, Shirley J. :Mother Amenca, thy so?s all w31t for you 
Larson 8054 149th Ave NW, Grenora, ND 58845 :The st~rm so strong to nght the wrong 
' •But still thy sons are true. 
. . . :Mother America, we scan the yonder sea 
To my best friend Sgt C Sla1~. fro~ Ale1andro. Barba, 171 Mhay :in search of thee whose love so true 1945: Nearly half century relation with the American peop e as •w·n I b 1 
taught us to love them and recognize them as a people. Then war, : 1 a ways e our goa · 
with all its aspect, strengthened the bonds binding us together. Far :we have waited for three weary solid years 
out in the ea~t, you'll hear a baby cryi_ng, cryin.~ f~r its mother, for :For the coming of the Americans 
one's country IS at stake, and that baby 1s. the_Ph1hppine~. :Every strip of island bases interferes. 
In 1943, when the Japanese reprisal in the province of Cebu :situations are well in hand. 
as at its high peak, the civilian population was demoralized. The :From Australia to Southern Asia 
People, so to ~peak, showed their waning confidence in d~':l?cracy. :They have crushed all from the air 
It was at that time when the Japs used a good number of F1hpmos as • All directions in any area 
their undercovers. :An Japs fled everywhere. 
The Barres brothers, who were among the evacuees in the • 
mountains of Carcar and Barili, Cebu province, composed the song :Mac's Marines and Nimitz' fleet are on the way 
"MOTHER AMERICA". They went around to sing the song to :"I have come, I shall return" was sworn to be • 
hundreds of evacuees in the mountains to keep up the morale of the :No fallacy, Can't you hear it, it's getting 
people and maintain their faith in the United States. Officers and :closer, nearer every day. 
personnel of the Publications Office of the Cebu Area Command of :Hear that missile, seem to whistle 
guerilla forces made extensive propaganda of this patriotic song. •"I have come, I have returned", it seems to say. 
Through the Morning Times, an appeal was made, enjoining :It's a whooper, super-looper, 
the public to sing Mother America. The farmers, the tuba gatherers, : zooming with a zing, zip-away. 
the fishermen, the children, and the members of the Ladies Loyalty :Run you bastards, they're no dastards, 
League adopted Mother America as their theme song. Today, nearly :set those horseshoe legs to fuller speed 
all of the people living in the mountains of Cebu and in the remote :so fetch your toys and vanish 
barrios sing Mother America in their homes. The mothers sing this :or you'll be dead. 
theme song to let their babies sleep. The guerrilleros sing this song : . 
in the hills before attacking Japanese patrol parties or garrisons. •He's a ruddy Scot, and straight as a rod 
liiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiijiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiii"C• And hai Is from Yankee sch oo I of so I di ery. 
21 May ~. J.'1'/A$S OP TllB BROm 8T.ll llJ!DU.1 ·· · ' ' -: · <' · Was member of the corps of engineers 
And a captain in Le guerre Premiere. 
~ dinctio1 ot the Preai4ent; under tbt pro"111ona ot beo~~ .: In the year 41 in Bataan 
<l'dor, Jo. 9419, 4 FtbrlW')' 194' (tee II. Bull 5, 11D, l9'4),, • !toni• Stir Ital He had four stars on the bars 
·s.. .._ded by the CQIW.l'lding General, Unit.d St..tea Ari7 P~o~a in the .lwth . '; And the orders came from Washington 
Pacific • Aroa, to the tollowillg-lllUllfld otfioera a.r.ad ~nliat.cl .•~ \ .,' ;; /; }': · · 1· That did change his role in war. 
·~NOS M, SU.IS, (37028601), CotpQTl,l; lnt&ntr)', Unit.4 8tat.J He is a tough man, 
An13, tor the per_torma_nce ot QDritorioua. aenicu at Gilllca.D&l, !olmon I11anda• and a crack man with marines 
on 7 llontiber l$42i •hen he 1av-ed the lite of a atrlollJl.y •ounde.4 ottioer "1 a4- He is set to liberate the Philippines 
mini1tering fir•" ~id and 111o'fing hill to a ocmr1d po1itlon, a.nd ~1l orot,J_\4! He's on his way, can't you hear it 
clearing rt.hd by eno1111 fJN to inform the Regi111ntal Surgeon ot tht .offlctr'a He's getting closer, nearer every day. 
whereabout.a. llom Addre11a 1'hi~ Horth Dt.kota. Hip Hooray! : 
--From the 164 archived files at the University of North Dakota •. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • .• 
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MORE ... FROM CLARENCE SLAIS ... 
Below. a letter to Slais in praise of a 1944 issue of the Bismark 
Times. This 1945 masthead was on an issue contained in the 
Arthur Kountz (Co C) memorabilia. Does anyone have more 
issues to copy for the historical archive? And, does anyone 
know why the normal spelling of "Bismarck" was not used? 
13 S!J'TSME.sil 1945 = 
TOKY_O EDITIOr 
. ----.. ~:-::-==. =====--= 
HEADQUARTERS XIV CORPS 
fe. -fl ..-4.' '?l{ . .-/Lu~ 
-zt:,,,t·. _..!CJ ",fr.' 
AFO # 453 
AG 330.13 Ii,;¥- 1-/.y{-
6 April 194~ 
Subject : 1lismark Times. 
To •Colo,iel Cru.-n p Gar1dn, Commanding Officer, 164th Infantry 
· (Thru: CO!llllnnding General, Americal Infantry Division, 
!,jQ ii 716.) 
1. Volumn 2, Number 2 of the Biomark Times, under auspices ot 
the 1(,1,th Infantry S~-ecial Servi1;e, has recently come to my attention. 
2. In my opinion this is the best effort of its kind that has 
ever appeared in the Boueainville Command. The layout, variety of 
ne•:,s items, and readability of this rublication renects_great credit 
on all those concerned in its preparation. The entire en\erprise 
constitutes a (l<led confirmation to me of the high morale, which I have 
hithert_o noted vrlthin the 164th Infantry. 
3. May I express to you, and through you t~ all _ the officers and 
men concerned with this publication, my vecy sincere congratulations. 
/s/ O. W. ·Griswold 
O. W. GRISWOLD, 
1'.ajor General, U. S. Anny, 
· Carunanding. · 
3.30.13 1st Ind. llBJ.'./rch 
liq, Americal Div~ APO 716, 11 April 1944. 
To: co, 164th r,:,.C, APO .716. 
1. I add my congratulations to that of the Ccromanding Gereral, ~"IV 
Corr-s. Such news items a;re of inestimable interest to the people of the 
state from which the Regiment and the majority of its members were inducted 
-into federal Service, and is another indication of the hi!;h morale and dis-
cipline that exists within the regiment. 
2. The contents of the basic letter and this indorsement will be 
furnished all officers and enli,ted men t_hat contributed to the publication. 
/ s/ Robert 3. EcClure 
. ROBER'f B. l::cCLUHE, 
Jlajor General, United States Army, 
Com,anding. 
330.13 2d Ind. CG/lw 
Hq, 164th Infantry, APO 716, 15 April 194/,. 
To: Sgt. Clarence u. Slais, Anti-Tank Co., 16/;th Infuntry, reporter, 
I take great pride in the expression of congratulations ex.pre:;se• l by 
the Conv1 andine General, lllf Corps, :ind by the Division Co:t.o,1nan.1ler, .:...nd I 
am pleased · to col!lpliment you on your excellent contribution to the 
publication and preparation of the 11 Dis.'Jl.2.rk Tim_i.f'. 
. (;,;, ~ 
· c:t~rnr 
Colonel, 161,tb lnf~tr-y 
Commanding 
The 164th Infantry News, July 2001 





Below: Slais on 
guard duty on 
"Bridge 79" in 
Montana, 1941 
Slais was drafted int 
he Army in Harvey, 
ND, then assigned to 
he 164's Harvey unit 
by the draft board. 
L: Slais compares 
island soil to good 
ol' NoDak black. 
11 
Remembering Miles Shelley, a 164th Hero 
Right: an article scanned 
from THE AMER/CAL 
news, Sunday, November 
4, 1945, page 8 [From the 
Frank Doe collection, 
submitted by son Barry] 
The page was entitled 
"Above the Throng" and 
listed a number of 
America! soldiers who 
" ... will be remembered 
warmly wherever two or more America! 
veterans gather for a postwar chat. They 
were unusual; they were outstanding in some 
respect; they differed from the usual run of 
the mill, yet they were entirely human; 
..... they were the type of men who helped to 
build and maintain the American nation; they 
were the men who helped to build and make 
great the America! Division." 
Above Photo: Miles Shelley [from the Frank 
Godava collection, courtesy of John Godava] 
Below: Scans of original orders found 
among the documents in the 1641h Infantry 
Collection at the University of North Dakota. 
By dit-.etion of tht P"N111d.•11tj unt!.r the nrowi•icn. c,f' the 
act of Coagr9s• &nflrcved 9 ;Tuly 191 !J ('8ttl.l 4'3; ffl>, l<>l~}, a Dtst.in~.._.,..-
3'lni.o. Croaa ta portmr1ou.aly award.c1 b7 tbt't c~1n, ,..1'9Deral, "n1W 
St.At.a .ar-,. roroea 1n the South Paci.fie Ar1ta, tn t~ f"ollowtnr .. na-.ed. •.11.W ... ~-
'!}k"'J3 _ o. ~~, f 20711126), ~t...-r S.r~•ant, Tn~~ntrT, •~ 
ioal D1Ti•1on, United ~.et.es ln.sy • af'or n"t.r.t1on'U.n&TT t,"'"'1.• 11t ~oatl"llbrrill•, 
SolO*J'!l I11la.nd111, oo 1 .lpril 1944. l'>ero~t. the 1-11.o.noe f7f eon~t~ ~ 
in enttay c:m hi~r t!Tomd faT~e.bl• to the•, and de,o1t. not be!~ • ._.._. 
or the leading platoon, S.r -•,wt Shelley CO'.tt"at"90U1y T0'.1.~~ to be i..t 
i,eout ratbn- th.an and1U1ger a lees eroeri.wc-ad -· Tn thi• ce~ci ty m 1.a 
hie ccnpany up • •t.Np hill and diaeonred u-.. hoetil• podtitn. 'ftlile • -,r- :---
1.ng to t.h6 pl•toorl l•ad•r he -.11 f'fril'd upmi. Inat.ad of -.\i~ OOT9'!"1 1-
~iat.ly ohsr"""tld the enemy al.on• and ~ided, and n• 1Ml2"1ooaly ~. 
H• la::, unabl@ll to 9<JN bot continued herofe.i, .. +.o call out ~t ~1ncrt1oraa 
tor artillery fin 1ft t.~ face of cloN-~ ri".le, .._ch!J:ae-~ 1181 aort. 
fire. Co,rpl•tely willing to NcriN.ce bl1 mm llf• ror tno.e of" hi• vC111.a..e. 
he urpd theta to leaw hi• ~hind and withdraw, ror an artlllff'Y cnDMlft~ 
t1cm wae about t.o .tart in the U9a where he la:,. I..:!ut.1:, u..r .. f'ter, 
Ser~t Shelley ... kill-.! by .n ene.,- fire &r.t.. l"ollOldnc the ...-,~ 
• drra,tati:nc b&rra~ .... laid dmm b7 tM artillery. !el-••t Shell.,.'• 
•x•r,plary ocurace tsnd. ~at Nerifi~ .. .,, tn bef,ag witll ttt. \1.~ tr..U... 
tim• or tlMI u1Nd Fcroe• ot th• Dnl t.a !tat.a. W«rt ot 11.a, Jtr. n... 
Shell.-,, "P'atliier, ~, Ylortll ~ ... 
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More ... Miles Shelley, 1920 - 1944 
II. .A.ltUIDS OF nm BII.VD ITila 
Py direction of the President, under ~ proT1.a1om or tM act or 
Concrea, approT~d 9 July 1918 (Bull i3, 11D, 1918), a SilT9r 8t&r ii &1'1U'"ded by 
the Co:Ttr.1Anding General, Unite« State, Army Forcea in the South P.oitic Area, t. 
the follo,nng-nanad enl11t.d .. iu 
l'TI.ES O. Sf.ELLEY, (20711126), Start Subeant, In~n~, United 
State11 A:rrrry, for ;:-•lla.::itry iD action at f.ouga1DTille, Solonon Ial&Dda, on 18 
Ja.nu&ry 1944. llnder the cor:.i,tant rra::ing fire of Japaoe,e •chine gum, S.rge&&rt 
Sheller crawled t-nty yarda to resc;,Ul!:I a wounded e0111Tade. A!'ter oalal7 adminia-
teriTl( first aid while e:xpoaed to the enerJIY, he dragged the injured a&.n to aaht;J. 
liome Addreu r Ca.rr1ngton, lilorth Dakota. 
II. A'!"'J.....?J> {POSTi;!!CTJS) OF TEE BRO~ STAR llmU.1 
By direction of the Preaident, under the prOTiaiona of Executive 
Order, No. 9tl9, 4 February 1944 (aec II, Bull~. l'ID, 1944), a Bron&e star 
1e posthur..oualy awnrdad by the Co=:-.ndint General, United St.at.ea l.ntfy Forces in 
the Sou+-.b P&cif.i,e' Area, -t.ci--the following-na•d enliawd -.a, 
,/ 
· !!Ili:S c,. S!3I..LEY, (20711125), Sergeant, Infantry, llnit.d States 
Army, for the perforriance of 1:1eritorioua service• at Guadalcanal, SolD110n 
on 15 a.'ld 16 Decf!mbe!" 1~12. I.ft.er hi1 bold II tte:npt tc destroy •enral Japanese 
l!lllchine-r;-.m poai ti ons •i i-,h hii,h-exploai·u char gee, he pro..,ided information 
broU{;ht de11tructive mortar fire to bear co the ene~ emplac••nta. Eoaetown 
C-.rrington, North n.lrota. 
Miles Shelley 










# 1165 31 Jul 44 
Silver Star: 
General Order 
# 529 13 Apr 44 
Bronze Star: 
General Order 
# 775 16 May 44: 
Left & Previous 
Page:Scans from 
the 164 Archives 
at the University 
of North Dakota. 
When it happened .... I was just a few members back of him 
when he was hit; he was lead scout and had just broke over a 
Avenging 2"e1: The Fallen Shall Not 
have Died in Vain. 
Above: Bougainville, 1944. Frank Godava 
(left) designed a sign inspired by the death of 
his best friend, Miles 0. Shelley. They 
served together for 27 months in the 
Guadalcanal and Bougainville campaigns. 
small hill when some entrenched Japs opened fire on him; 
pinning him down. He yelled to lay down a heavy barrage, the 
Japs then shot Miles again, no more word of him after that. We 
couldn't advance any more due to their position, so we backed 
off and sent in artillery fire. What a great person he was. From 
From: Loren Ellis. Co F, Bloomer, WI [see page 21] 
The map of Bougainville shows the Americal defensive perimeter during the March 1944 Japanese Counter attack. By 
1 April, the 1641h was advancing toward Hill 1111. http://ibiblio.org/hyperwar/USA/USA-P-Rabaul/USA-P-Rabaul-17.html 
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From the South Pacific to "Here's your Infantry" 
Excerpts of the story by SSgt Dennis R. Ferk, Co A 
Each day on Bougainville, a Japanese plane would fly over the island in daylight or just after dark and 
drop a bomb. On 10 May 44, we could see the plane would be close to the unit area so we headed for our 
bunker. Cpl Chris Kolden, the armorer, jumped in first, and I was right after him, feet first. As I dropped into the 
bunker, I saw the flash of the bomb, felt the concussion, cleared the logs doing down, then heard the shrapnel 
hit the logs and splinter. 
Three days later, I noticed a loss of vision in my left eye-I could see almost nothing and was pretty shook 
up. The Medics immediately sent me to the island hospital. After informing 
1 SG Gil Shirley, and briefing Cpl Kolden to take over my Supply Sgt position, I 
was evacuated to the Hospital at Guadalcanal, APO 502. While there, I was 
granted leave from the hospital to visit the Graveyard where many of our 
soldiers were buried. The markers that we had made from old Japanese plane 
parts had been removed and replaced with Army Markers. I was then flown to 
the 25th Evacuation Hospital, Espiritu Santo, New Hebrides, APO 708. The 
damage in my eye was something the Field Hospitals could not correct, so they 
kept sending me through the evac channels toward the Franeisc<>• Calif. 
Mainland. L uosPrTAL. San 
ARMY AIR FORCES rfE.RMAN cE.Nf.R.A l ON TAG 
BAG. GAGEiE~ACAini\CH~ . · £Xi)~ \l.;;_72-·43·R7 
~ SJ '\\s J . · .,,., rJ·;1}S\\ - · , .. ·,, ~AN \' 'l n \'.. \~<:i _ H ~~,"" )r . ~ . . · ; BAGG~= :i::· 
j ·. <_ u . . . ._ - .. · ... ,·""?:' -.. n \1 (.~. ,f) .-\.~. TO. un~i.ui H H I '"" . ~ s ') ~ .o c\ . llllliul " 1, , 
,.-,.. _ _.!-.::s::Ji..,.l' · ... ,. · .·. :, ~~·30 May, I was given 5 minutes;: dec:~~ie'.~: 
go back to the States by PBY Twin Engine Sea Plane through Hawaii, or 
go by ship. The PBY had two Pilots and 6 passengers. The plane was on land, 
was rolled down a ramp into the water, where our seats were about water level. 
Engines were started, then revved up as we moved away from shore like a 
speed boat until we lifted into the air. After two hours, one of the engines quit, 
but we landed OK at Funi Futi, in the Ellice Island Group, controlled by the 
British. We were sprayed with insecticide to make sure we didn't bring any 
bugs onto the island, then we could deplane while the engine was fixed. After 
about an hour in the air, the same engine stopped, but we chugged slowly into 
Palmyra in the Line Islands Group. The ocean had 3 foot waves and we were 
like a cork bobbing in the water. We were again sprayed, the engine was 
again repaired, and we headed to Honolulu, where we landed late because an 
engine quit. The next day, 3 Jun 44, I boarded a 8-24 that was converted to a 
stretcher plane. I was the only ambulatory patient on the plane, so was 
allowed to go up to the cockpit and sit in the vacant navigator's seat. We saw 
many ships moving in many directions, pods of whales, and other planes. 
When we arrived in San Francisco, I was given a bed in a quiet passage 
between a hallway and a ward at Letterman General Hospital at the Presidio. 
I was awakened by an Orderly for lunch. I asked if it was noon already, and he 
said, "It's Noon on the third day since you arrived here." I guess I had a bad 
case of jet lag. I wanted to go to Ft Snelling, but the only facility that could 
treat my eye injury was Fitzsimons General Hospital, Aurora, Colo, so I flew 
there on a C-47. They thought they might have to remove my left eye, but 
although I have no central vision, it eventually healed sufficiently to avoid 
removal. During a furlough from the hospital, I proposed to Dorothy Ressler 
from Bismarck, ND, and during another furlough, Dorothy and I were married 
on 27 Dec 44. 
Dennis Ferk I 
Staff Sergeant Dennis R. Ferk.
1 24.-yec.r-cld Infantryman. of Bis-
marck, is a m Ember of one of 25 ·1 
'"Here's Yo.ur Infantry" teams tour-
ing the nation during the 7th War j 
Loan. I 
Under joint sponsorship of army j' 
groun d fo rces .;1;nd the war finance ; 
division of the treasury departmen t, I 
these demonstration. units ,,•ill gi'Ve 1, the Am'er.ican public a ringside 
view ot infantry battle tactics and I 
an exhibition of infantry- weapons 
explained an'd supervised by dough~ · 
boys who know their w orth in 
combat from personal experience. 
A warded the Combat Infantryman 
Eadge for exemplary conduct 'in ac-
tion, Sergeant. ]ferk also 'wears a 
Presidential Unit C itation present-
ed his outfi.t, the. Ameracal Infantry 
Division, .iri · the . crti<;_lal stages of 11 
the battle .. !or G.uadalcanal. 
Ov:erseas 27 months', he part.id- i 
;~ .1:;···~.~ ... ·.;;·,··.nv.pt.1i!:~:i;···,r.~ .. t;a ...~ ..~~;r;~J1· 
11:\e. Artny·.m . Februarf,. ) 94) , hew~ 
,iimplP:y~ ·as 1i. s teiwgi-!l.Phet. ~· · , 
, His / . ~"if -, Mrs, · D~n.nis ' Ferk. i 
makes·, ne,r' home:·ai) n5 12th ,,Sfree t. j 
B ism arek. ffi:a; fa ther, tpe R everend , 
O . W. flerk,. li ve,q it .;·!ft.L North I 
.~}a~i:i Slre~,f. A'b"e(a:~i/n;f. ·. ~-,:. . f 
I had thought I would get a medical separation, but the Army had other ideas ..... 
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A Tour with "Here's Your Infantry" 
Excerpts of the story by SSgt Dennis R. Ferk, Company A 
After receiving shrapnel in my eye while C uff V. I f " . / O ,I [x OAW!J 
on Bougainville, I was sent to the us for ~t'£ ertS IOUr n 3Ufry 11h11 Ollf f 11g/ Xftll OVJ 
treatment. After seven months in 
Fitzsimons General Hospital, Colorado, I 
was told that instead of receiving a 
medical separation, I would be assigned 
to the military bond campaign. In 
January, 1945, I was given a 21 day 
furlough and travel orders for Dorothy, 
my spouse of 1 month, and I to travel by 
train to Bismarck, ND, then to Hot 
Springs, AR, for 2 weeks R&R, before 
reassignment back to duty. On 15 Mar 
45, we traveled to Ft. Benning, GA, 
where I entered training with the 
Provisional Infantry Demonstration 
Detachment for a program called 
"Here's Your Infantry". The 25 units 
touring the US would demonstrate how 
an Infantry Platoon would advance on a Japanese Enemy Machine Gun Pillbox to destroy the enemy position. 
The reason for the demonstration for the public was to promote the sale of War Bonds for the 5th United States 
War Bond Sales promotion. The grandstands were always filled with spectators, and there was often standing 
room only. The public was asked to purchase one or more War Bonds to obtain a Pass to fire the 
demonstration at the local football stadium. 
We trained from March-May 1945. SSgt Edward D. Boose and I were assigned to demonstrate the Rocket 
Launcher (Bazooka). We trained on thistle infested fields and many of us put padded mattress cover pieces 
inside our fatigues to protect our elbows and knees. We practiced a lot as we perfected the sequence of the 
demonstrations. The script explained what types of equipment was being used and how it could damage the 
enemy. We used blank ammo; however, real dynamite was used for the explosions. We started out using 
one pound charges, then Yz pound, but that blew 
very large holes in the turf of the footballs, 
irritating the groundskeepers, so the charges 
were reduced even further. Explosives were 
used to emulate the sound made by the mortars 
and the Rocket Launcher detonations. Before 
the Bazooka was fired, the men in the pillbox left 
because the final act was the firing of the flame 
thrower. The crowd always shouted appreciation. 
Demonstration Unit No. 17 performed in 19 locations in 45 days. In each City 
we visited, we displayed our Guns and Equipment in the city central park. We 
explained what the articles were, and how they were used. We were usually in 
the Part for three to six hours. Numerous visitors attended--with many, many 
questions and comments. Some people were surprised that a lot of the 
equipment was so heavy, and wondered how we were able to carry the loads. 
When we turned in the equipment in St. Louis at the end of the tour, the motor 
chief commented that the trucks looked like they had been in battle and all the 
tires were shot. We had put a lot of miles on those vehicles, sometimes on 
unmaintained secondary roads. 
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May 14, 1945 - - - - Davenport, Iowa 
May 17, 1945 - - - - Clinton, Iowa 
May 19, 1945 - - - - Dubuque, Iowa 
May 22, 1945 - - - - Cedar Rapids, Iowa 
May 24,' 1945 - - - - Mason City, Iowa 
May 26, 1945 - - - - Fort Dodge, Iowa 
May 29, 1945 - - - - Carroll, Iowa 
May 31, 1945 - - - - Sioux City, Iowa 
June 2, 1945 - - - - Council Bluffs, Iowa 
June 5, 1945 - - - - St. Joseph, Missouri 
June 7, 1945 - - - - Kansas City, Missouri 
June 9, 1945 - - - - Sedalia, Missouri 
June 12, 1945 - - - - Jefferson City, Missouri 
June 14, 1945 - - - - Columbia, Missouri 
June 16, 1945 - - - - Mexico, Missouri 
June 19, 1945 - - - - Hannibal, Missouri 
June 21, 1945 - - - - St. Louis, Missouri 
June 28, 1945 - - - - Springfield, Missouri 
June 30, 1945 - - - - Joplin, Missouri 
15 
16 
'the "Migltfy}761" ·. Bone! CamPaign 
FIND YOUR QUOTA; ; ; AND MAKE,ITI >J -~,....._ _..,, 
lf YOUR YOUR PERSONAL MAJtlRJTY 
AvtRAGE WAR BOND Y.ALU[ Of 
w'Atf QUOTA 1$: mt'wAA Lol!f, · 
PE1t MONJ~\1~!. (CAStfl,,V~UO .JO~OS,JlOUJKf 
$2,io. $147~50 $2SO 
224-250 150,00 . r.' ~00 . . 
210..225 131,25 175 
200-2J.O' I 12.50 HI!) 
180-200 93,75 125 
140..UO 75,00 · 100 
100-140 1 ~7.50 50 
Undn $100 U.75 25 
When President Franklin D. Roosevelt initiated the 
"7th Bond Tour" to raise money for the war effort in 
1945, an artist's rendition of Joe Rosenthal's 
famous photograph was used as a symbol. For two 
months, virtually every American saw the picture 
again and again. It is estimated that the photograph 
was displayed in 1,000,000 store windows, 16,000 
movie theatres, 15,000 banks, 200,000 factories, 
30,000 railroad stations, and on 5,000 billboards. 
The 7th Bond Tour raised $24 billion (1945 dollars) 
for the U.S. Treasury, more than any other. As a 
point of comparison, the total U.S. budget in 1946 
was $56 billion. www.iwojima.com/bond/index.htm 
"HERE'S YOUR INFANTRY"-This scene sho"ls the dimax of an assault on • Japanese pill· 
box _in "Here's Your Infantry" at t:"tawkeye Downs Tuesday eVeni_ng~ The show tells the story c_f 
footsl99ging doughboys in field language. Simultaneously, their· weap·ons and ~ctics' are explained. 
ancl illustrated; culminating in a ,imulated bottle by a cOmbat patrol. Three Officers· and 36 en:. · 
listed merl, all overseas veterans, are in the sho ~; including two. Iowans., lt. M~vef · H • . Haa.ck', 
Webster City, eommand;ng officer, and Staff Sgt. Dole E, Bechtel, Cherokee. Alsoinduded in the 
· show is the 28-piece 265t.h army gr~und forces band. The Show1 in connection with the mighty sev-
enth war loan drive; i, free, beginning at 7:30 p.m. From I.I a.m~ to 2 p.m. Tuesday infantry weap-
ons and equipment wi.U be displayed at the· pla xa on May's island. The band will play a concert · 
there from nOon to I p.m. · ' 
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Paid for the War in the. Pacific 
All photos, newspaper clippings, and notes are from the Dennis R. Ferk files, unless otherwise stated. 
~YICTORY 
.. BUY 






Dennis Ferk provided his extensive collection of "Here's Your 
Infantry" files & WWII memorabilia not only for use in the News, 
but also for eventual donation to the 164th Archives at the 
University of North Dakota. Your Editor has agreed to scan & 
catalogue the items for this purpose, and digital files will also be 
provideTd to the ND National Guard Historian. These 4 pages of 
stories, photos, and clippings are less than 2% of Dennis's files. 
i • . 
i I ri.fcintry1J1en Will . ); 
JExp,.ain· Costs Of 
!All 8Qsic Wea~ons 
; . . 
! 'Twenty,ceight crack 39 - man 
i teams of comba_t Jnfantryme.n who 
jhave .. seen action on every bat-
tlefront of this war, and are now 
training at The · Infantry School, 
will exhibit anl:i explain to the 
pul>.lic:.all their basic weapons ill 
[the great coast to coast Anny Gi-0und., F. orces show.1 "Here's Your 
, lntant.ty.» . ·. 
i Here's · the basic cost and .main-· 
! tetiance cqst tor a year ... of some of . 
the Infantryman's tools of ,var; . 
:Bazooka ............... ~ $ 37.75~ 
M;.- _ Rifle . ..• ; .••..••. . -~ 13.00! 
Carbine .. ... . > ... , ; , . . .. 40.00 I 
;Flame Thrower . • • • • • • • • . ~o .. 001j 
Bayonet ..... '. . .. , ...... , )I~o 
60 mm·Mortar .. ....... . . 326.tl,01 
Hand 'Grenade ·. . . . . . . . . ... . ·. n,1' 
Heavy . Machine Gun . . . . . 188,QO 
Light .Macbine Gun . . . , • . 155.00 
Browping, Auto~tic Rifle 156.00 
.i5 Cal Pi~4>1 ; ......•... . : ~8.50_ 
c81},m~ M'or~~r _ . . . . . . . . . 6.>3'.00 
•,30 {.Ca1 cartridge ••.•.••.. · o.~4 
\. _,c . . - . ·----.- -~-- ~ ~ 
Thank you, Dennis, for saving this valuable historical information! fW 
All Qtft'·-1,n, ~ 11t(fhfj 71n IJ!iu,,l toalf., \ · ~ 
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Local Newspapers a Valuable Source 
for 164th History by Dr. Terry L. Shoptaugh 
Search your attics ... you may have a treasure there! 
Anyone searching for good stories about the men deafened by a grenade blast, Arhart was evacuated to 
of the 1641h Infantry and their war in the Pacific can find Noumea, where he was treated and then sent to the states 
real gems in the back files of North Dakota's local for recuperation. He spent his 201h birthday at sea, on the 
newspapers. A very large number of American soldiers way to San Francisco. He celebrated by eating cookies 
wrote letters that were published, in whole or in part, in and dried fruits from a Red Cross package. All he could 
hometown papers. Many of the letters say a lot about the. ,.tliink about while eating was that "these things are 
conditions in which they fought their war. The letters alss),/',,,_,,something we didn't have on Guadalcanal." 
show how much little things, simple items and kindnesses; One of the most vivid letters from this part of the 
meant to young men a long way from home' , warwas published in the Pierce County Tribune (Rugby) 
One example is a letter that Lt. Colonel Samuel ; in 1943. The writers (there were nine signers in all), 
Baglien, at that time the regiment's Executive Officer,: ' included Bill Love, Bob Davidson, Wes Spillum, and 
wrote and sent to his local paper, the Hillsbor(µ,Banner. ·· " Clarence Bednarz, all alumni of Rugby High School. 
Published in the Banner on January 15, 1943, the lettei:_ ,._, After relating, in breezy fashion, some of the miseries they 
paid tribute to men on Guadalcanal. The "hometown! . had endured in the Solomons -- thirst, jungle rot, fever, 
boys" had done "a splendid job, Baglien wrote. "We really: .. " . - and "slaughter" -- they concluded with the observation 
have a group of men from our part 6f the country that we ' that having seen enough of the exotic South Seas, they 
can be justly proud of. War at its best cannot be won" ~ -· were "ready to .settle d9wn for good." "In all our travels, 
without casualties. You at home undoubtedly realize the . i , we've seen many strange lands and peoples and we 
latter statement by now. To y6u,f?lks at home ."Yho haye · ~.::;; wotildn't trade one plct}eaten up, trod-on snow bank in 
lost loved ones, all I can say is \ :i ep'faith fof those you\,'_~: ND 'for all these tropical splendors." America's finest 
have lost as they have already kept :t.ljeir faith.t·Today is . poets, couldn'. t . hav~· crafted a better image than these 
the day before Christmas and thanks ,to gur friend;· the~"",." young s_oldiers who yearned for home. 
quartermaster, we'll be able to enjoy turke:y ,yv.ith all the. /. ··: .. ,' ,· ; f;fortg: J)akota was the heart of the 1641h 
trimmings. The boys have received a lot of packag(?s,(rom . ~· Regim~~f' i:tt., l943, and these letters written home and 
home and believe me, they are all appreciated.'' · In 1944, . p.ublished in local newspapers were a vital link forged 
the Infantry Journal published Baglien's a~GQunt of the • : between · _pie men overseas and their families and 
regiment's part in the defense of Henderson Ffokl.' But it communities back in the states. The letters do more than 
was in this earlier letter that he best expressed h~\v: coinoat . t, .,provid~ touching details about the time. They 
soldiers found comfort in little things, and how ... ~_proud· f• 9~m9n'strate the critical importance of morale for both the 
Baglien was of his unit. · i"honie front and this still-young army of citizen-soldiers. 
A similar story appeared in the Fargo Forum :on , t His was all the more important for this particular 
February 14, 1943. A clipping of this sto~ and hundred~ ·;;'regiment, because the lion's share of 
1
1he publicity for 
of others were saved by the mother of BIii Boyd, who .Jt Guadalcanal was not accorded to the 164 . 
served in the 3rd Battalion's Headquarters. The The Marines were the darlings on Guadalcanal. 
information for the story came from Wendell Arhart, Samuel E. Stavisky was one of several writers who were 
home on leave after being wounded at Guadalcanal. trained by the Marines and sent to the southwest Pacific to 
Injured with a broken arm, a concussion, and partially produce articles about the 1st Marine Division. 
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As Stavisky explains in his 1999 memoire, 
Marine Combat Correspondent, the Corps carried out a 
well organized public relations campaign centered on 
Guadalcanal. The U.S. Army had nothing like this kind of 
PR organization in the Pacific in 1942. 
National journalists contributed to the buildup of 
attentions mostly on the 2nd Marine Division, the 251h 
Infantry Division, or other regiments of the America!. So 
far as I know, the only wartime writer with national 
stature to give the 1641h a full share of praise for its 
contributions toward victory was Foster Hailey, who 
published a series of articles in the New York Times in 
the Marine image. The best 
known of these was Richard 
Tregaskis. His Guadalcanal 
Diary, published in 1943, 
was a best seller and the 
basis of a major motion 
picture. Tregaskis left the 
island six weeks before he 
1641h entered the battle. 
John Hersey also visited 
Guadalcanal, as a corres-
pondent for the Time-Life 
organization. His account 
of his experiences with 
Company H of the Marines, 
published in a series of 
magazine articles and then 
compiled in the book Into 
the Valley, showed his 
emerging talent for sparse, 
pungent prose. Hersey left 
Guadalcanal aboard a B-1 7 
bomber, at almost the same 
time the 1641h sailed from 
(iiiii----------------------------------iiiiiiiiiiiiil May, 1943. 
"I AM READY.,, 
The most important of 
these was his May 28 
article, "164rn WON 
GLORY AT 'COFFIN 
New Caledonia. Once 
The 164th Infantry 
in WWII CORNER," which he wrote after interviewing several 
men in the regiment. John 
Stannard, a sergeant in the 
I st platoon, E Company, at 
Guadalcanal ( and a future 
Brigadier General) drew 
upon some of Hailey's 
article when he wrote his 
own memoire, The Battle of 
Coffin Corner and Other 
Comments Concerning the 
Guadalcanal Campaign. 
His praise was welcome but 
it wasn't much in 
comparison to that heaped 
on others. 
First-hand letters printed 
in local newspapers thus are 
among the most valuable 
again, timing deprived the documents we can have for 
Gls from receiving any the 1641h's war. Each letter 
pre s s . l!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!I has i ts 1 i mi ts ; the 
A third journalist Ira Wolfert, an old pro from the 
New York Post, did make a few remarks about the 1641h in 
his book Battle for the Solomons. But here too the 
Marines received the largest slice of Wolfert's attention. 
Other writers, like Mack Morris from the staff of Yank 
magazine, went to Guadalcanal, but they focused their 
individual soldier can offer only his perspective of the 
events at that moment. But then again, what else could 
provide a better idea of what the man on the spot was 
dealing with, thinking of, and worrying about at that time 
in his life? These letters are one of our best windows for 
looking back into the unit's past. 
---Dr. Terry Shoptaugh 
You Made History -
future generations should know about it .... 
History Professor Terry Shoptaugh has been interviewing members of the 1641h Infantry Association over 
the past few months, for "J Am Ready", a book about the 1641h Infantry Regiment and its history in the 
Pacific War. Dr. Shoptaugh would like to hear from any 164th veteran who would be willing to share 
stories of their experiences. 
Also, if anyone knows of any letters written by 164 members and published in local newspapers, in 
North Dakota or elsewhere, please contact Dr. Terry Shoptaugh at Minn. State University, Moorhead, 1104 
South ?1h Avenue, Moorhead MN 56563; office phone 218-477-2343; home 218-236-6068; email 
shoptaug@mnstate.edu. 
It,s your story·· help w-rite the book! 
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In Search of ..... Wayne Gundestrup by Kim Ryan, Associate Member 
The story of a quest for information .... that possibly points to service in the 1541!! 
Wayne E. Gundestrup, my great-uncle, served in the Army and fought on Guadalcanal. I think 
he might have been assigned to the 1641h. Here's how I pieced together that assumption. 
I have been researching Wayne for about 5 years because I have an interest in family 
history and World War II. I started getting serious about it when 
I realized nobody knew much about Wayne's war experience. I ~ 
sent a records request to NARA in early 2004. Because of a 
fire in St. Louis that burned many records July 12, 1973, I did 
not get much information back. I did get his service number 
and dates of service. After that, I got a family history sheet on Wayne from my 
aunt who had done her own research on him a few years earlier. That 
paperwork included an oral history from Wayne's niece, Leryl Stanley. That is 
where I got some leads about his service with the America!, injuries he 
suffered, and specifically the mention of Guadalcanal. 
With that information and my husband's knowledge of WWII, especially 
the Pacific Theater, we tried to piece together Wayne's service. I went to my 
local library a few times and read everything I could about Guadalcanal and 
the units that fought there to help me put together a timeline. I have hit many 
dead ends and the progress is slow at times. Somewhere in there I 
purchased Under the Southern Cross, a book put out by Combat Forces 
Press, that chronicles the America! Division during WWII. I also put my 
contact information on Army Unit websites, usually in the guestbook but 
sometimes in the "buddy locator" which is where people can find information 
or reconnect with their old units. That is how your Editor found me, I believe. 
One of the biggest breaks was a complete!~ random Google internet 
search about 2~ years ago, which found a 171 Infantry Regiment (CA 
ARNG, Fort Ord) Thanksgiving 1941 menu with Wayne's name on it. There is 
a strong possibility he left with the 1,100 soldiers and officers (from Fort Ord) 
that reinforced the 1641h on March 10, 1942, (per email from Curt Hanson, 
Asst. Archivist at UNO). These soldiers sailed from San Francisco with the 
1641h March 18, 1942. I have had very little luck trying to find any information 
on those 1,100 men. About two years ago I went to the library in Marysville, 
CA, to look up a newspaper article that was supposedly written about Wayne 
shortly after he was discharged in April, 1943. I guessed the timeframe to 
work with and struck gold looking through microfilm. It was very exciting 
seeing his picture and reading about his war experience. It confirmed his 
.---- -----------------. service in the Solomon Islands. 
Presumptions, Assumptions, Timeline I also found his name on the 
His presence in California presumes roster for the 250 Coast Artillery 
that he did not serve with the 182nd or in Calif in 1941 (in Yahoo). I 
132nd because they left Jan. 23, 1942, contacted Walter Dangel who 
from the East Coast. It seems likely runs that website and he sent 
that he was among the 1100 soldiers me a CD copy of their 1941 
who shipped with the 164th. The troops yearbook which has 
were transported to New Caledonia on Wayne's picture in it. 
USS Calvin Coolidge, which was sunk on That just happened in 
its second transport mission off the coast April 2007. 
of Espirito Santu 26 Oct 42-no ship's The world wide web 
rosters are available. has made searching 
CIOl\e-Quarter Fight 
"When I was wound<'d I came 
very surprisingly upon. a Japanes~· 
in open ground with no Japanei;e 
or·. ~ericam 1n ·sight . . We botl? 
p~pared to have at it wifn..· our 
steel. We began circling· each oth-
er. for an advanta~e. . ·.: . . - -
..... The .Tap led wif-0. lrl~ bayonet 
and ·1- force(f it: ·down 'but it 
s u.ck me in the eg. ;I ci~l~g_Jo re-
~overfrom -tlie· paiirpflhe ·wound .. 
He 'finally .inade another lunge and 
I .lunged, with bim. My lµufewen_t 
through him . anti' -bis caught Irie 
fn· .the side. I knew I had ... him· and 
pulled the- trigger on ip~t'.:f1fle· a~ 
I .. turned...:.the baY.Qnet ... o~~~I feU. 
fine. . '· . 
·"I became a patient in ,.a field 
hospital to ha~_i;ny: wound~.J ;iress-
ed. 'Pistol Pete/ ii, Jap gun which 
fired a .'few shots ··and then. chang-
ed posftion before we could spell 
him out', ·began d.ropping shells. in 
the field hospital. ;Finally · one 
fell within 15 feet · of me . and 
blew me oui:. of ·roy bed. .. . . 
· "That ·was the end of the war 
for me." the doctors said. 
With a rough estimation of Wayne's much more interesting and 
recovery and transport time after being more records are becoming 
wounded, he would have been out of the available all the time. I have 
fight for about 3 months. He arrived home been very surprised at how much information is out there and 
in April '43, so that would mean he fought how helpful people have been. But, I still don't have the answers. 
at Guadalcanal sometime between Oct '42 I wish he would have told us more. The search continues ..... 
(164th) to no later than sometime in Dec Kim Ryan, P.O. Box 26, Shasta, Ca 96087 (530)241-4215 Email 
42 or Jan 43, His most likely service was cowkiller@dirtracers.com 
with the 1641h Infantry or the l'Z1d Artillery, 
since he would have learned both skills Db YOU have any information that could help with this 
~w_h_i_le_a_s_s~ig~n_e_d_t_o_t_h_e_u_n_it_s_in_ C_a_li_fo_rn_,_·a_. ~ quest? Please contact Kim or your Editor! 
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MORE NEW MEMBERS FOUND ON THE AMERICAL WEBSITE 
MEMORIES FROM LOREN ELLIS, Company F 
Thanks so much for the 164th Infantry News. I was a member, but lost 
membership; I will rejoin again. 
In the fall of 1943, I landed in New Caledonia as a replacement, was 
sent to Fiji to join Co F 164th, and stayed with them until getting 
mustered out from Japan in Oct 1945. I was acting communications Sgt 
for a long time, didn't get the promotion until the previous Sgt was off of 
the roster. I received the Bronze Star for action in Cebu, Philippines. I 
think most of the soldiers on the pictures I sent are replacements like 
myself; just can't put a name to them. Wondering if anyone remembers 
Captains Landick or Jordan? Both with Co F. Anyway our memories 
are back many years, but some things a person recalls in the mind like it 
just happened. One of my Grandsons is a Captain of a National Guard 
Infantry Company--he spent a year in Iraq. I 
have another Grandson in the Marines who also 
spent time there, so it hits home. 
I don't know why we had numbers on our 
helmets unless we were getting ready to move 
to another Island, I know all of them guy's, but 
can't come up with their names, we used a lot of 
nicknames, some were teasers (Ha). It looks 
like me in the picture on the upper right, the 
little guy with a smile. I liked my outfit, they 
were mostly farmers from N.D.; but like myself 
the replacements were from other States. 
Here is a group picture taken on Bougainville, 
You might recognize Lester Grue, he is a 
Sergeant there but was field commissioned to a 
Lieutenant. 
I would like to have you 
add my e-mail address, 
maybe I can get in 
touch with a buddy 
who's on the computer. 
Loren W Ellis, 2110 Duncan Rd. # 21, Bloomer, WI. 54724 Email: bushki@bloomer.net 
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DUES, NE~S, & VIE BERsS & FRI DS 
3 Mar 07 I'm sending you dues and a donation ($40) for 2 Mar 07 I received your email last night (with the awards 
the 164 News. I'm 96 years old so I have a hard time information). Thank you so much for your time and thank 
writing. My eye sight is very poor. My hearing is not very you for serving your country. My Uncle Ole Legaard was 
good either, but I still walk without any help. I lost my in Co E, Williston, ND. They defended Henderson Field 
wife 3 years ago. I live in a retirement home, Edgewood and also other actions. He recently told me an interesting 
Vista. I don't drive a car anymore, so I don't get around story of the death of his childhood buddy [from Fortuna, 
very much. That's about it! Yours truly, Henry Wiik, ND]. Ole and some other men had to carry Coral 
800 16th Ave SE, Apt 75, Minot, ND 58701 -6781 Haagenson [also Co E] down from the line on a stretcher 
Editor: I was in Minot in early as he was so sick from malaria he couldn't walk. They 
May and decided to drop in for a carried him to the hospital and there the Captain asked for 
surprise visit. Henry's apartment 13 men to unload a ship. Ole volunteered and went down 
complex is one of the largest one- to the beach to help. The Lieutenant told the men they 
', story buildings I've ever seen- it could stay that night and have chow and use the empty 
1 : must be half a mile of hallway to tents. The next day they heard some planes come over but 
i Apt 75! Anyway, he greeted me that was not unusual. Several days later, Ole was told his 
cordially, showed me some pictures friend Coral had been killed. Ole didn't believe him, but 
of his wife, (who was an Army the guy gave a description of the grave, which had an 
. ' Nurse), and brought out his old airplane propeller blade with Coral's name on it. Ole and 
'- uniform. He's lookin' great! a few men went to the cemetery and there the grave was. 
Henry says be was drafted in 1941 The Japanese had followed some of our planes in and 
and in-processed at Ft. Snellin~ bombed the hospital, killing quite a few men, including 
MN. He was assigned to the 1641 Coral. This was on 13 Jan 43. Coral was moved to the 
and met up with Company C at Camp Claiborne, LA. Punchbowl Cemetery in Hawaii in 1947 and that's where 
Originally from Kenmare, ND, he was right at home with he is today, along with a lot more ND boys. Slovlin Field 
the Grafton, ND, guys from Co C. He especially in Williston is named after the Slovlin brothers--Kermit, 
remembers his buddies, Melvin Honsvald, Ray Griffin, who served with Ole in the 164th and Wesley, who was a 
and "3 sets of Sevigny brothers". (Ed. --! looked them up pilot and was shot down over Italy. Kermit was Ole's 
in the ND mobilization book -- Adrien & Camille, Henry Lieutenant and was killed in action. Ole also told me he 
& Roch, and Albert & Woodrow). wouldn't have wanted to miss serving for the world. My 
Henry has only a few family photos on display. The aunt's husband, John Bimler, was a B-24 pilot-instructor. 
rest- including his WWII pictures- were lost when he My other uncle, Gordon, served in the Army Air Force as a 
and his wife moved several times over the years. radioman. Scott Legaard, 1111 W. Fallview_ Dr, Coeur d 
The battle on Guadalcanal "was a tough one", he , Alene, ID 83815 
says, and made even more so by a few bouts of ; · Editor: The report Scott received.from the National Archives 
malaria. At Bougainville, after hospitalization, be · mostly stated that Ole's original records had been 
was reassigned to the military police. He has an ,, . destroyed in the St. Louis fire. I had hoped to recruit Ole 
Army Air Corps patch on the left shoulder of .. " · & his nephew, Scott, into our ranks, so I sent them each 
his uniform; he doesn't remember why he , .' a Newsletter and asked for a photo of Ole. No luck! 
,. Editor: I didn't know there was a 164!.b. has that, but he proudly pointed out the -' 
America! patch on the right shoulder and "'. · Infantry News!! ~nclosed i~ my check and a 
the Navy Presidential Unit Citation , , !J: c'ibrief personal history. Im 82 yea~s old 
above the right pocket. He also had a patch >:;, '1:-· now;' but the 7 or ~ months I spent 1!1 t~e 
that I'd never seen before (at right) _ one \ .-..· Amencal shaped my hfe. I bec~?1e a P~diatnst 
source says it's the design for the 2nd Marine ~ : . (44 yea~s) due to my ~espect [or Tracy ' [who 
Division patch (the snake forms the number "2"). . . 1s] not~d !n my recollect10ns. I m sorry that Capt 
Henry was sent to Harmon General Hospital, \ - Deckel d1dn _t o,K mr status as a Combat Infantryman. 
Longview, TX, at the end of the war, for a new · ·_. Also sorry I did?, t w_nte down names and addresses of 
treatment for malaria. He was discharged from the V oth~r. close buddies; 1.e., Roy Carter from Bastrop, 
hospital- and the Army- in late 1945. L?msiana. No one close to ~e had a ca~era,, so no 
Thanks for the visit, Henry!!! pictures. My Dad, _a WWI_M~nne, told me, Don t mak~ 
. . . too many close fnends ... It 1s too hard to lose them. 
Greetmgs.. . Thank_ you for Y_Our assistance with Would like to know about "Tracy", Warrant Officer, 1st 
membership 11:1f~rmat10n. Enclosed is a check ~or $20 for a Bn Medical, podiatrist/ chiropodist. Not sure if that was 
2-year subscription. Hopefully, I can make it to Valley first name or last name I think be was from North Dakota. 
City for the reunion. Best Regards, Kirk Kennedy, 1840 I like your newsletter. Fred F. Drew, }51 Battalion Medic, 
N Signal Butte Rd, Mesa, AZ 85207 (son of Joseph A 1164 Cardiff Ct, San Jose, CA 95117 
Kennedy, Co C, ~rafton) Editor: An excerpt of Dr Drew's memoires will appear in 
Got Pictures? You know you do! a future issue. 
Send them to the News!! ========================= 
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E'WSFRO EMBER~ & FRI DS 
3 Mar 07 Dear Shirley. I had 13 years of military service. 
Four years (WWII), 3 years Army National Guard, 3 years 
Air Force Reserve, and 3 years Army Reserve. I joined the 
National Guard in Sept 1933. We went to Pine Camp (now 
Fort Drum) near Watertown NY in WWI trucks. WWI had 
ended only 15 years earlier. I joined the Air Force reserve 
while working in Personnel at the VA Hospital in Tupper 
Lake, NY. One of the employees, a Major in the AFR, got 
tired of driving 100 Miles round trip to Plattsburgh to 
reserve meetings and decided to form a unit in the hospital 
and asked me to join which I did. I probably should have 
stayed for seven more years but I was 48 and had family 
responsibilities. I received the 1641h Infantry News this 
morning and enjoyed reading all the WWII news. If 
possible, could you send me two additional copies, which I 
would send to my two daughters, who live near Albany, 
NY, and Maryland. Enclosed is a check for $10. Keep up 
the great job you're doing. Sincerely, Edward F. Bartz, 
55 Brookwood Dr, Hamburg, NY 14075-4301 Editor: I 
suggested Associate Memberships for his daughters, since I 
knew they'd also want to see this issue with the Co M flag 
(pg). He sent dues for both & donated the extra $1 Of 
Email: Tue, 6 Mar 2007 Hello Shirley, 
I just wanted to let you know I received my copy of the 
new letter today and I couldn't be happier! The article 
turned out great as did the whole news letter. My 
Grandmother called me yesterday when she got her copy 
and was overjoyed. My Mother said she has been calling 
people all day. I cannot thank you enough for giving my 
entire family and others the chance to see my Grandfather 
the way 1 do ... As a Hero. I hope I can still get some extra 
copies . I am almost done the restoration of rny 1942 Jeep 
and 1942 Chevrolet 1-1/2 ton. We are trying to get the Jeep 
finished in time to drive it in the St Patrick's Day parade. I 
will send you pictures when there complete. I'm finishing 
the 1942 Chevy in the markings of the Americal, and the 
Jeep in the markings of the 11th Army Air Forces of the 
Aleutians campaign. As soon as the restorations are done I 
will send in my Life membership dues. The cost has been a 
little more than I expected . Thank you again. It has been 
such a pleasure getting to work with you on this whole 
project, and I'm sure I speak for all the families of men in 
the news letter when I say you have changed our lives for 
the better! Sincerely, John Etcheverry* [grandson of 
Arthur Kountz, Co C, featured on page 8, Mar 07 News] 
Your Editor ran into Sgt Maj (ret) Robert H. Rowan, Jr., 
at the Bismarck Post Office the other day, and signed him 
up as a new member of the Association! He served with B 
Btri, 188th Field Artillery, which was attached to the 
164 Infantry when mobilized to Ft Rucker for the Korean 
War. Sgt Maj Rowan served in Korea as a machinegun 
sergeant with C Btry, 999th Armored Field Artillery, 
from Sep 52 - Apr 53. He says that unit had 3 BAR's, 
thirteen 50 cal's, three 30 cal's, and eight M20 3.5" rocket 
launchers. Rowan was in the Guard during the Berlin 
Blockade ('48-49) and was activated with B/164 during the 
Berlin Crisis ('61-62). He and his wife, Dolores, reside at 
34 Santee Rd, Lincoln, ND 58504-9180 
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60th ANNIVERSARY CARD SHOWER 
for Paul & Mary Dickerson!! 
Their 60th wedding anniversary was on June 9, but who 
cares if we're just a bit late! Their daughter, Paula Waggy, 
emailed member Art Hanley, asking him to help spread 
the word. Art emailed me, and now we've got our chance 
to help them celebrate!! Paula 
wrote, "I was wondering if 
you could pass the word to < 
other World War II vets that , 
Dad knows to ask them to . 
send cards. Mom and Dad 
both enjoy hearing from their 




P.S.Dad reads every WORD in your Newsletter! 
Shower your cards on this address: 
Paul & Mary Dickerson 
1630 East Maple St NW 
North Canton, OH 44720 
Ms Olgeirson: I'm honored to be invited to become an 
associate member of the 1641h Infantry Association, and am 
enclosing a check to cover my dues. My husband of 62 
years, Arthur S. Kountz, Sr, [Co C] passed away on 1 
March 2003. Although he chose to be buried in our family 
plot rather than in the Military Cemetery in Boulder City, 
which is near our home, he did have a military honor guard 
in attendance. Thank you for the copy of the 164'h 171/antry 
News. It is a publication to be proud of and I read it with 
great interest. I am looking forward to the next issue and 
appreciate sharing a bit of the past with you. My grandson 
is very proud of his grandfather and it came as a surprise to 
me that he had submitted something to your newsletter'. I 
wish more young people were educated about our military 
actions and the debt we owe our men and women who 
sacrificed so much to keep us safe. Sincerely, Margaret 
M. Kountz*, 1840 Doral Ct, Pahrump, NV 89048 
1 Remembering Arthur Kountz, p 8, March '07 News. 
If you read the News, you know there are many people 
seeking information about the soldiers who created the rich 
history of the 1641h Infantry. Take a look at pages 19-20, 
and think about YOUR contribution to "/ am Ready", the 
book about the 1641h Infantry Regiment in World War II. 
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Castagneto's Cooking Corner ... 
Swiss Steak that Blasted Off by Sgt Maj (ret) Joe Castagneto 
We were doing our normal sweeping actions in Valencia, Leyte. After many days away from base camp, we received a radio 
message from company headquarters that when we returned for the next day, Easter Sunday 1945, that we were going to have fresh 
meat--Swiss Steak--for our evening chow. We took showers, dressed in nice clean fatigues, took our normal shots and played 
sports to wear off the shots until 5 pm. It was getting close to eating time and the chow line started to form. The aroma was so good 
that you could see the men licking their lips. 
Right at 5, the stove that was keeping the ! c:.~., t Kf.... i:... : \~--
steaks warm blew up and there was st~?k ~n : % ,;_ .< ~ ,~ ~-. e 1. ,. - .•. ,", ... '. , J ". . [ FLA~ 
t.he gr~und an~ all over the people waiting in I / . _ .. · C, ~1 ; '"':; ·,,. , .. , .. --
line. It IS amazing nobody got hu~. Turned out J :\ ,·:, .. f-·i;~ .. ·:.: < • ,; · .; ·. - ....., 
that a replacement who had arrived that day · ,ef· • • . ....;;; . ~ 
was put on KP and was not given the proper t l --~;, ·.: _,. 1 > 
instructions what to do when the burner had a I f -~: .. · · · ·· : l; 
blue flame. I didn't get to eat and didn't want · 4 ·· · . , · · _ • "} 
to eat C rations on Easter, so I went to all the -;'.·~ ;;,~ ... -\ " ~ - ,.. -' ~~, ' ·· ~, -· . . _.i · ,. !<~ l.. -~~~.;.~.: 
mess tents in the area to scrape up cans of Co A Guys, 8 Sep 99, L-R: Francis Byrn, Gene Brinkman, 
tomatoes and some spices to make spaghetti Walt Hickey, Paul Dickerson, Al Brown, & Bill Dailey 
for a few guys. Years later, after my wife and 
I had retired at Ft Rucker and moved 3 times, Gene Brinkman found my name on the internet and that we had moved to Lincoln, AL. 
We got in touch and he reminded me of the Swiss steak story, and told me that was the best spaghetti he ever ate. In 1999, seven 
of us from Co A had a little get together in Indiana. Before I left home, I made a batch of spaghetti sauce for Gene in thanks for 
getting in touch and the compliment. 
~ Field Stoves were very dangerous. You had to know how to use them and a lot 
about them. We had another mishap in Japan. Co "A" was billeted in a 
Japanese Air Force School building which had a kitchen. One morning, a 
cook was filling the stove, which uses gasoline, next to a burner 
that was already burning. The fumes from the gas caught fire. 
~ It burnt the cook--he came running down the corridor, 
~~ clothes aflame. All we could do was quickly wrap him in a 
· blanket to douse the flames. I don't remember his name, 
but he came from Chicago and he was of Italian decent I 
had to turn my squad over to my assistant because we did 
not have any other cooks. I was detailed as a cook until 
we returned to the Good Old USA. 
· , At left is an incredibly detailed model of a WWII US Army "mobile" field 
. • kitchen, created by Patrick Maigret, from the Netherlands. See more 
. i'iY..·1 pictures at armorama.com and search for "field kitchen" within the site. 
February 2007. Dear Col: Yesterday I received a telephone call from Sue Pompa* (daughter of Ernest Tolliver, Co A). 
She informed me that she had made contact with Gene Scolavino, who was a Medic assigned to Co A. Believe me, it 
was the call of my life. Sue gave him my phone number and we talked about old times for about 3 hours. I have been 
trying to locate him since 1946 !! At left is a photo of Gene paying last respects at the grave of Pfc Peter Perrino who 
was KIA in Leyte. Enclosed is a check for his membership dues. SGM Joe Castagneto 
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Editor: Shortly after Sf{t Major Joe sent in 
Gene's membership dues, Senior Master Sgt (rel) 
-~ Gene (E-8, USAF) sent in his life membership dues 
~· and a donation of $50! He also sent in some of his 
., WWII documents and has already had an interview 
I th 
'with Dr. Shoptaughfor the book about the 164 . 
Gene Scolovino (LM)(WWII), 1318 Madison St, Spokane, WA 99205 
Phone 209-744-3505 
SCOLAVINO GED 
2 . AR I[\' SERIAL Neis• 
31 tj83' 839; . 
I. LAST JIAM.i '"~ FIRST J.I_AME • MIDDLE iNITIAL '-'.!:...c.;...7 ;,' 
1. .DA iE OF ·sEPA RATION 
·29 -~ 45 
6. ORGANJ ZA TION . 
MedicalDet 164th Infantry Regiment 
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NE~ MEMBERS!! 
Dr. Fred F. Drew, (WWII) 1st Bn Medic, 1164 Cardiff Ct, San Jose, CA 95117 [See page20] [ADVA] 
Sgt Maj (ret) Robert H. Rowan, Jr (K) 188 FA Bn, 34 Santee Rd, Lincoln, ND 58504 
Normand 0 . Belisle, (WWII) Co E, 16 Greene St, Apt 310, Woonsocket, RI 02895 [Co E Flag see page 4) 
Loren W Ellis, (WWII) Co F, 2110 Duncan Rd.# 21, Bloomer, WI. 54724 Email: bushki@bloomer.net [See page 7) 
Gene Brinkman, WWII , Co A, 2551 Martha Lane, Hamilton, OH 45013-4258 (former member, recruited by Castagneto!) 
Whoops! New member T. Winters' name was listed incorrectly in the last issue. Here's the correct info: 
Lt Col (ret) Theodore B. Winters, (WWII) Co H, 3608 Meadow Ct, Olympia Fields, IL 60461-1075 
NEW .ASSOCI.ATE .ME.Mf.BER<S'*'(ide:ntifiecl by*> 
Samuel Richard "Dick" Baglien*, 4896 Zenos Way, Oceanside CA 92056 [son of Lt Col Samuel Baglien, Reg't XO] 
Frank Kennedy*, 26743 Mccraney Rd, Waubun, MN 56589 [son of Joseph A. Kennedy, Co BJ 
Kirk Kennedy*, 1840 N Signal Butte Road, Mesa, AZ 85207 [son of Joseph A. Kennedy, Co BJ 
Melanie Anchukaitis*, 2032 Lexington Pkwy, Niskayuna, NY, 12309-4226 [daughter of 1Sgt Ed Bartz (WWII), Co M] 
Rosemary C. Sutton*, 1720 Perry Corner Rd, Grasonville, MD, 21638-1140 [daughter of 1Sgt Ed Bartz (WWII), Co M] 
Gary Helgeson*, 1111 1st St N, Bismarck, ND 58501 [retired Guardsman, interested in Guard history] 
Pat Schleicher*, 1403 9th Ave NW, Mandan, ND 58554 Uoined 2006, but due to error, did not get the News for 2006) 
Alexander J. Turner, 120 Melva Ct, Windsor, Ca 95492 
Noelle Castagneto*, P.O.Box 64, Warrior, Alabama 36180 [granddaughter of SGM (ret) Joe Castagneto (WWII), Co A] 
CW4 (ret) Mike Thompson*, 1620 Country Club road, San Angelo, TX 76904 [retired Guardsman, interested in history) 
John Grindahl*, P. O.Box 5361, Fargo, ND 58105 [has had displays at 164th reunions a few years ago) 
NEW .M.E.M:BER<S JOINED FOR LI.FE!'!' 
Sr MSgt (ret) Gene Scolavino, (LM)(WWII) Co A Medic, 1318 Madison St, Spokane, WA 99204 
Edmond J. "Ed" Colbert (LM)*, 2105 Reflection Bay Dr, Arlington, TX 76013 [Son of Dolphus Colbert (WWII), Co E] 
Tia Schwartz (LM)*, P.O. Box 602, Walhalla, ND 58282 [Granddaugher of Paul Latozke (WWII), Co M][see page X] 
M >E~BER<S WHO RE.NEWED FOR<. LIFE!! 
Ben J. Rosalez (LM)(WWII), Co C, 4317 Belle Dr, Antioch, CA 94509 
Curtis W. Herman (LM)(K), 1404 17-1/2 Ave NW, Minot, ND 58701 
ADDRESS CHA.NGES 
Change: Angelo Scicolone (WWII), 48 Prospect St, Enfield, CT 06082 
Change: Col (ret) James D. KieleyA, (LM), 15 Fairlake Lane, Laurel Fork, VA 24352 
Change: Thomas Evans (WWII), 8584 Elkahatchee Rd, Alexander City AL 35010-6344 
Change: Cadet Grant Cuprak, PO Box 0750, Co E-2, West Point, NY 10997-0750 
Change: Neil A Tennyson (LM)(WWII), 4815 Lee Ave, La Mesa, CA 91941 
Change: James Fenelon (LM)(WWII), 6400 Barrie Road, Apt 406, Edina, MN 55435-2310 
Summer: Lowell Lundberg (LM)(K), 1701 Plumtree Rd, Fargo, ND 58102 
Summer: Sidney Moore (LM)(K) 2778 West Tobacco Gdn Rd, Watford City, ND 58854 
THA.NK.S FOR. THE DONA.TIONS!' 
Bartz, Edward $10 News 
Benzinger, John $25 Assoc 
Castagneto, Joe $10 Assoc 
Castagneto, Joe $100 News 
Ellis, Loren W $10 Assoc 
Ferk, Dennis $25 News 
Dorothy Gleason $15 Assoc 
Grindah/, John $10 Assoc 
Scolavino, Gene $50 Assoc 
Wiik, Henry $40 News 
.AWOL <CPI ... EA.SE RENEW) 
$10 annual. $50 life to Pat Drong, P.O. Box 192, Sanborn, ND 58480 
Albrecht*, Frank Emrah (WWII), John R Jackson, Donald Onufray, Frank 
Alme, John N Fedje, Joel Jones, Charles P* Peterson, Deforest 
Anderson, Lloyd Gehrmann*, Frances Jones, Phillip J* Poe*, Euretta 
Armstrong, Leo Gjesvold, Wallace Kuczko (WWII), George Smith*, Lucille 
Boisen (WWII), Lawrence Gjevre, Alden Leger*, Ethyl Steinweg, Gordon C 
Burd*, Joyce E Gregory, John W Lupien, Robert Straka, Max 
Cowen, Stan Granvold, Victor Maier, Chris Thompson, Arvid 
Dahl, Kembel Heisler*, Pat Morgan, Gordon Votava, Frank S 
Dahl, Neil D Hendrickson*, Ruby Mulligan, Ed (WWII) Wachter*, Jeff 
Davis*, Michael J Hess*, Shirley Ogren*, Margeurite Westmark, (WWII) Allen E 
Eberle, Harold J Hultman* Gary Olson, Glenn 
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Last 12-o\\ C-a\\ 
1(p4-th ln-fantr'1 '2-eCiiment 
A.s t(no\tln on 5 °June. 2-001 
Clarence Sla.is, (WJVIV AntiTank Co, 25 Mar 07 
Rolland C. Dahl, (WJVIV Co G, 29 Oct 06 
Emil Schock, (WJVIV Co A, 12 Mar 07 
Le Veme Brendmoen, (WJVIV Co G, 2 Apr 07 
Joseph L. Gleason, (WJVIV Co B, 10 Oct 06 
See the Company M JiJag Story Pages 8-9 
aul L. Latozke, (WJVIV Co M, 5 Apr 07 
arkJ Schroeder, (WJVIV Co M, 20 Apr 02 
verett F. Stenmann, (WJVIV Co M, 3Jan 03 
enjamin F. Braddy (WJVIV Co M, 23 Feb OJ 
onard Palub.ick.i, Sr. (WJVIV Co M, 17 Mar 04 
See the Company E JiJag Story on Pages 2-7 
eter G. Donati, Sr. (WJVIV Co E, 1 Mar 57 
om.in.ic F. Amoroso, Sr. (WJVIV Co E, 25 Aug 87 
mi S. Fzyer (WJVIV Co E 9 Feb 94 
runo Bilotta (WJVIV, Co E, 2000 
Odell 0. Beasley, (WJVIV Co E, 29 Jul OJ 
Tancis P. "Frank" Tighe (WJVIV, Co E, 5 Jul 04 
---Artwork by Doug Burtell 
Clarence Slais, 90, Williston, formerly of 
Minot, died Sunday, March 25, 2007, in a 
Williston hospital. He was inducted into 
the Army in 1941 and served during World 
War II in New Caledonia, Guadalcanal, 
Bougainville, & the Philippines. He was 
discharged June 45. He married Florence 
Treider in 1947 in Sidney, MT. Survivors: wife; sons, 
David, Williston; Randy, Watford City; daughter, 
Shirley J. Larson, Grenora; and five grandchildren. 
, Emil Schock, 87, Velva, ND, died 12 Mar 
07 in his home. He joined the National 
, Guard in Feb '41 in A Co of the 164th 
Infantry, seeing action at Guadalcanal, 
1~i,r:r/~iw; :"J Bougainville, & Philippines. In Apr '45 
'; he was honorably discharged at Fort 
Snelling where 85 points were needed and 
he had 135. Emil farmed until 1985, when he had a 
massive heart attack and surgery. He was a lifetime 
member of the Velva American Legion. Survivors 
include Verna, his wife of 61 years; Sons Jerome & 
Joel; 5 grandchildren, & 5 great-grandchildren. 
Rolland C. Dahl, 84, died 29 Oct 06, in Indiana. Mr. 
Dahl was born in Valley City, ND. He served with the 
1641h during World War II in the Pacific Theater 
earning two Bronze Stars. In The New York Times, 
Thurs, May 27, 1943, correspondent Foster Hailey 
wrote about Guadalcanal's Battle of Coffin Corner (23 
Oct 42): " 'I believe our most effective man was 
26 
Rolland Dahl of Valley City,' said SSgt Chapman, Co 
G. 'It was just like in the movies' .... " Dahl's wife 
Lorrayne (Edland) preceded him in death in 2003. 
Dahl worked for the U.S. Navy from 1955-69, then 
went to work for GTE, retiring after 25 years. 
Surviving are children Julie Kellett and Bob, Jim, & 
Paul Dahl; 6 grand- & 7 great-grandchildren. He was 
preceded in death by three brothers: Julian (Btry D, 
1881h FA, WWII), Marvin (Co G, 164 WWII) and 
Ronald (Co G, Korea); and one sister, Doris Moslett. 
Joseph L. Gleason, age 81, passed away on 10 Oct 
06. He entered the army 27 Aug 43 at Camp Grant, 
Illinois, and served with Co B, 1641h Infantry Regiment 
of North Dakota, America! Division, in the South 
Pacific. He was placed in the 1st Cavalry in Japan 
and was discharged 5 Feb 46 as a Staff Sergeant. 
He received the Bronze Star, Asiatic Pacific Medal 
w/3 Bronze Campaign Stars for Northern Solomons, 
Leyte, & Southern Philippines Campaigns; WWII 
Victory Medal, Army of Occupation Medal w/Japan 
Clasp; Philippine Liberation Ribbon w/2 Bronze 
service stars, Philippine Presidential Unit Citation, 
Good Conduct Medal, and the Combat Infantryman 
Badge. He is survived by his wife, Dorothy, 6 
children (1 deceased), & 15 grandchildren (1 
deceased). He was buried in the Holy Cross 
Cemetery, Lincoln, Illinois. Military services were 
performed by Elkhart Legion Post 616 Firing Squad 
and the Lincoln VFW Post 1756. 
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More ... Last Roll Call 
Le Verne "Vern" BrendmoenA, 86, died 2 
Apr 07. Vern joined the ND National Guard 
in 1938 at age 17. He served with the 1641h 
'~-" , Infantry from 2 Jan 41 to 21 Sep 45, at 
Guadalcanal, Solomon & Fiji Islands, & 
Bougainville. He earned several medals 
including the Bronze Star, Presidential Unit Citation 
with one star, and Combat Infantry Badge. He was a 
life member of the VFW. Survivors include Sally, his 
wife of 62 years, three sons: Terry, Michael, & Scott; 
6 grandchildren, and 8 great-grand children. 
Paul L. LatozkeA was born 10 Feb 25 in 
Neche, ND. He passed away 5 Apr 07 in 
Renton, WA. Paul served in Company M, 
1641h Infantry Regiment in the Philippines 
& Japan during WWII. He is survived by 
his wife of 63 years, Bernice, children 
Darlene, Ellen, Gerald, Robert, & Warren; 13 
grandchildren, & 14 great grandchildren. Paul 
signed the Co M flag (story on page 8-9); he passed 
away just before our search could find him. Grand-
daughter Tia Schwartz is a new assoc. life member 
''In our Thoughts and Prayers'' II 
My wife Geneva passed away 01/01/07. We would have 
celebrated our 65th Anniversary on Feb 14th. She is 
deeply missed. Thomas Evans, 8584 Elkahatchee Rd, 
Alexander City, AL 35010-6344 
1 May 07. From SGM Joe Castagneto (LM): I get in 
touch with Walter Hickey (LM), Co A, every so often. 
The last time I talked to him was before Christmas to wish 
him and his family a happy holiday. I have been calling 
this last month and got recordings. I left messages, but 
received no reply. I received a telephone call from his 
wife Pat and was surprised to hear that Walter has been in 
an Assisted Living Home since January. He has dementia. 
I asked his wife if it was ok to put this on your "Thoughts 
& Prayers" page. Cards of Best Wishes may be sent to 
Walter Hickey, PO Box 373, Hilliard, FL 22046-0373. 
His wife would not give me the name or address of the 
home. She assured me that the cards will read to him. 
May 07 It is with deep regret to inform you of the passing 
away of my husband of 57 years, Joe Gleason. The day 
after Joe passed away, the October 2006 issue of the 1641h 
News arrived, showing the picture of PFC Eugene 
Parenteau and the article of trying to find information 
about him. Joe had talked about him many times over the 
years and about being attacked by the Japanese. Eugene 
was never located. I did write Patrick McKeon, telling 
him of Joe's story and thanking him for his good work. 
We have received the 1641h Infantry News since 1994. 
We did attend the 4ih reunion- Sept 1993- at Bismarck, 
ND, and did enjoy it. I am enclosing a check to become 
an Associate member and a donation ($15). I appreciated 
your project of selling the small 1641h Infantry flags. 
Dorothy Gleason, 1037 12751h Ave, Lincoln, IL 62656 
2 May 07. From Bud Baldwin (K): Friends, Please say a 
few words of prayer for Col. Ralph M. Wood (K). His 
wife, Elaine, passed away on 30 April 2007. Her funeral 
was 2 May 07. Ralph's mailing address is 4566 Cherry 
Street, Grand Forks, ND 58201 
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5 June 2007 Hello, I am sorry to say Mrs. Woodrow 
Keeble wasn't strong enough to hold out until her 
husband's Medal of Honor came through. She 
. died quite suddenly on Sunday (3 June). I do 
, ,_ , ~ . · not yet have details, but Russell, her son, told 
, - !.. · ';,.-..4 me the funeral is planned for Saturday (9 
. ~ '"";::r: lllllll June). The wake will be held at the tribal 
J _ ·. agency to accommodate the number of 
mourners who will travel to attend. That's all the 
information I have at the moment. While it is so very sad 
she won't be here to receive the honor her husband 
deserved, it is comforting that she knew it was finally 
going to happen. I hope you will pass on this information 
to other appropriate people. Condolences may be sent to: 
Family of Blossom Hawkins-Keeble, 11848 454th Ave, 
Sisseton SD 57262 Thanks, Merry Helm. 
Editor: President Bush signed the authorization for 
Keeble's posthumous Medal of Honor on 25 May 2007. 
Merry Helm, Fargo, is producing a documentary film 
about Keeble 's history and heroic acts. 
26 May 07 From President Bernie: On June 1 si, Mary 
Louise Kingston, (2 July 1926 - 25 Nov 2006), wife of 
Clayton Kingston, Co "G", 164th Infantry, was buried at 
the Veterans Cemetery, Mandan, ND, where Clayton is 
interred. Son "Bill" Kingston wanted this information 





Greetings from your Reunion Committee. 
It has been a busy time since our last news 
letter. We are busy making arrangements for a 
Co "G" Reunion in Valley City on June 
15, 16, 17 2007. 
Several of our 164th Infantry Association 
members were selected for an outstanding visit 
to the WWII Memorial and a visit to the other 
Memorials in Washington, D.C. in May '07. 
You will be receiving your 164th Infantry 
raffle tickets in the near future. I hope that you 
will give this worthy project your support, to 
assist us with funding the Reunion and the 
newsletter. 
Now don't forget our Annual Reunion in 
Valley City on Sept 14, 15, 16, 2007. Plans are 
being made for a good time and a lot of visiting. 
Transportation from the airport in Fargo will be 
provided if need be. 
k 
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164th Infantry Association - 62nd Reunion 
September 14-15-16, 2007 
VFW Club 
Valley City, N Dakota 
Hotels/Motels 
Americinn: 280 Winter Show Road; indoor 
hot tub and pool, jacuzzi, meeting room, 
executive suites, cribs and rollaways 
available, suites with fireplaces. 701-845-
5551 or 1-800-634-3444. 
Super 8: 822 11th St SW; family restaurant 
next door, outside outlets, cribs, small pets 
allowed. 701-845-1140 
Wagon J'fl/,eel J11n: 455 Winter Show Road; 
indoor pool, jacuzzi, meeting room, executive 
suites, complimentary continental breakfast. 
701-845-5333 or l -800-319-5333. 
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